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General American History

2830248 THE GREAT SWEETSTAKES OF 1877: A True Story of Southern Girl, Gilded Age Tycoon and a Race That United the Nation. By Mark Shrager. Three horses, one race, and a nation still divided by Civil War. The race was held at Pimlico Race Track in Baltimore at a time when the nation ended the Era of Reformation. Shrager recounts that epic sporting event, along with the fortunes and misfortunes of the owners, trainers, and jockeys. Photos. 326 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $28.95 $5.95

6850958 FAUSTIAN BARGAINS: Lyndon Johnson and Mac Wallace in the Robber Baron Culture of Texas. By Joan Mellen. Using crucial LIFE magazine and Naval Intelligence files and Mac Wallace’s unredacted FBI file, Mellen compellingly covers the disparate Texas lives and lends stark credence to the dark side of Lyndon Johnson that has largely gone unsubstantiated. 16 pages of photos. 360 pages. Oneworld. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

6654509 67 SHOTS. By Howard Means. Using the university’s recently available oral history collection supplemented by extensive new interviewing, Means tells the story of the Kent State shootings of 1970, through the eyes and memories of those who were there, and situates it in the turbulent and era. 16 pages of photos. 261 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

★ 5803284 THE SUPPRESSED HISTORY OF AMERICAN BANKING: How Big Banks Fooled Jackson, Killed Lincoln & Caused The Depression Of 1929. By John B. Shurr. The most horrific financial fraud in our nation’s history. This book is about the biggest, the baddest of all: Big Banks. This book is about the single, most important factor that causes economic panic. This book is about the single most important factor in the history of the American financial system. Awarded a 4.9 on Amazon.com. 390 pages. Oneworld. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95


★ 2808042 WORKING TOWARD WHITENESS: How America’s Immigrants Became White. By David R. Roediger. The book that most accurately considered white identity was considered white today, was variously viewed as undesirable by the WASP establishment. Once assimilated as fully white, many of them adopted the racism of those whites whom these immigrants were often white to these opportunities. This book explores the mechanisms by which immigrants came to enjoy the advantages of being white America. 341 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95


★ 6599125 PROJECT UK-ULTRA AND MIND CONTROL TECHNOLOGY. Ed. by Walter S. Carpenter. The book on the government’s documentation on UK-Ultra, the CIA’s mind control experimentation on unwitting human subjects, ordered destroyed by Richard Helms in 1973. This collection survived and was made public in 1977 through a Freedom of Information Act request, and also includes over 150 patents pertaining to a variety of subjects on mind control. 384 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95


★ 2815245 AT THE COLD SHOULDER OF HISTORY. By James C. Jenkins with W.M. Law. In an in-depth look at what happened in the aftermath of President Kennedy’s assassination. One of the only books that provides a comprehensive picture of the ongoing investigation into the nature of the Kennedy assassination. Photos. 452 pages. Lannoo. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 6692193 PRISON PROTECTORS: Who Makes Money from Mass Incarceration. Ed. by T. Hervelid & P. Wright. In this eye-opening study, the authors follow the money that creates the carceral state for administrators and politicians working in collusion with private parties to maximize profits from the mass incarceration of America’s poor. 323 pages. New Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $11.99

2870266 SHORTFALL: Family Secrets, Financial Collapse, and a Hidden History of American Banking. By Alice Echols. Chronicles the startling collapse of the building and loan industry and the resulting widespread economic hardship that uncovered the dark secrets in the author’s family. As building and loan associations crashed, the author’s grandfather absconded with millions of dollars in a case that riveted the nation. Here his story is told. Illus. 318 pages. New Press. Pub. at $26.95 $5.95

★ 650454X WHITE HOUSE CALL GIRL: The Real Watergate Story. By Philip Gourevitch. A true story of the Watergate scandal, a story that we have all come to know so well. But it is very much a scandal, and—with photos to prove it—is most certainly true. It is the tale of the first White House call girl operation that led to the downfall of Richard Nixon himself. Photos. 192 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95


5975662 THE 50S: The Story of a Decade. By The New Yorker. In the 1960s, The New Yorker came of age, stepping beyond humor and wry social observation to offer in-depth reporting and to reveal essential cultural highlights. Here, notable contributions of its classic works of reportage, fiction, and criticism are complemented by new contributions by present-day writers examining the 1950s through contemporary eyes. 764 pages. Random. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

6949800 THE 40S: The Story of a Decade. By The New Yorker. In the 1940s, The New Yorker came of age, stepping beyond humor and wry social observation to offer in-depth reporting and to reveal essential cultural highlights. Here, notable contributions of its classic works of reportage, fiction, and criticism are complemented by new contributions by present-day writers examining the 1940s through contemporary eyes. 764 pages. Random. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

281823X THE 60S: The Story of a Decade. By The New Yorker. In the 1960s was the most tumultuous decade of the twentieth century— and no magazine chronicled the immense changes of the period better than The New Yorker. Here are real-time accounts of the defining events of the decade. 716 pages. Modern Library. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $6.95

2829553 THE 60S: The Story of a Decade. By The New Yorker. No magazine chronicled the immense changes of the tumultuous decade of the 1960s better than The New Yorker. This capacious volume includes historic pieces from the magazine’s pages that brilliantly capture the sixties, set alongside new assessments by some of today’s finest writers. 705 pages. Random. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

287385 FLIGHT OF THE EAGLE: The Grand Strategies That Brought America from Colonial Dependence to World Leadership. By Conrad Black. Through his years of this epoch-making development of the United States from 1754 to 1992, Black describes nine “phases” of the rise of the nation, in which it progressed through grave challenges and trials, and secured a place for itself under the title of “superpower.” SHOPWORN. Maps. 746 pages. Encounter Books. Pub. at $35.99 $6.95

★ 5711010 THE LEE HARVEY OSWALD FILES: Why the CIA Killed Kennedy. By F. Deppe. In a follow-up to the bestseller Cold Case Kennedy, Deppe investigates what part Oswald played in the Kennedy assassination. His conclusion is unambiguous: Oswald could not have killed Kennedy. So who did? And where are the answers? Here, supported by a multiplicity of arguments. Photos. 452 pages. Lannoo. Pub. at $24.95 $17.94

5930510 THE CIA AS ORGANIZED CRIME: How Illegal Operations Corrupted America and the World. By Douglas Valentine. Sheds light on the elaborate system of spying, manipulation, and corporate interests. For ten years, authors have been researching the CIA’s activities, and secured access to recently declassified files. Photos. 316 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95 $23.95

★ 6643019 FILES ON JFK: Interviews with Confessed Assassin James E. Files. And More New Evidence of the JFK Assassination. Ed. by John Hume. The untold story of the investigation into the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. The career of the CIA’s director, James J. Angleton, is revealed in this interview with the man who fired the fatal shot from the Grassy Knoll, as seen in Oliver Stone’s film JFK. His career is reconstructed here, and evidence presented that most Americans have always believed: their government covered up that Kennedy was assassinated by the CIA in collaboration with organized crime. 603 pages. Trine Day. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95
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**General American History**


**2080641 SPIES IN CONGRESS: Inside the Democrats’ Covered-Up Cyber Scandal.** By Frank Miniter. 215 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $26.00. **$19.95**

**6751861 BUNK: The Rise of Hoaxes, Humbug, Plagiarists, Phonies, Post-Pros, and Fake News.** By Kevin Young. 529 pages. Graywolf. Pub. at $30.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**


**5967368 PASSAGE TO AMERICA: Oral Histories of Child Immigrants from Ellis Island and Angel Island.** By Emmy E. Werner. 16 pages of photos. 177 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $29.95. **$19.95**


**CD 65481172 THE WITCHES: Salem, 1692.** By Stacy Schiff. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00. **$19.95**


**Native Americans**

**6921825 LIVING LIKE INDIANS: 1,001 Projects, Activities, and Crafts.** By Allaries & Mable. Introduces people to Native American-inspired activities and crafts. It features clear instructions for playing storytelling, planting, cooking, and more in the wilderness. It also provides practical advice on practicing, exploring nature, first aid, and tracking and observing wildlife. Illus. 380 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95. **$9.95**

**581345X ABSARAKA, HOME OF THE CROW: A Military Wife’s Journal Retelling Life on the Plains and Red Cloud’s War.** By Margaret Carrington. Originally published in 1868. The historical account of Margaret Irvin Carrington, wife to Colonel Henry B. Carrington of Fort Phil Kearny, captures the riveting tensions region. It vividly describes the worst and blood bluster of the Indian Wars before the Battle of Little Bighorn ten years later. 284 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95. **$5.95**

**2755982 THE CATHOLIC CALUMET: Colonial Conversions in the Anishinabe, Trapp, and Nezahualtin Territories.** Examines the interactions between Jesuits and Algonquian-speaking peoples of the upper Great Lakes and Illinois country, including the Illinois and Ottawas, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 250 pages. UAP. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. **$12.95**

**2136817 VOICES FROM THE TRAIL OF TEARS.** By Vicki Rozema. The author re-creates this tragic period in American history by letting eyewitnesses speak for themselves using newspaper articles and editorial writings, court records, letters, and official documents. She presents a comprehensive overview of the Trail of Tears, and much more in this gripping narrative. 240 pages. F. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **$4.95**

**1637833 MASSACRE AT SAND CREEK: How Methodists Were Involved in an American Tragedy.** By Gary L. Roberts. On November 29, 1864, 230 peaceful Cheyennes and Arapahos camped at Sand Creek in southeastern Colorado were slaughtered. In this eye-opening account, Roberts relates the terrifying raids, including the massacre of a other in a serie s of bloody battles and fought each with Native American tribes—fought each other in a series of bloody battles and enlisting rads, including the massacre of a British garrison at Fort William Henry, chronicled by Jesse Walker. 335 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. **$12.95**


**2857421 LIFE IN A CALIFORNIA MISSION.** By Jean François de La Perouse. Originally published under the title Monterey in 1786. The Journal of Jean François de La Perouse’s voyage to the Pacific is one of the seminal accounts of European colonists observations amidst European colonists and cross-cultural exchange. Illus. 111 pages. Heyday. Pub. at $8.00. **$12.00**

**6926851 KNOWING NATURE: Art and Science in Philadelphia, 1740–1840.** Ed. by L. Long. Using clear and precise writing, Long explores the fascinating history of the botany associated with this lavish volume powerfully demonstrate, the pervasive interest in the study of nature, for any individual or collective use. Amazon. 417 pages. Yale. 9¼x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00. **$29.95**

**9684762 CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH: Writings with Other Narratives of Roanoke, Jamestown, and the First English Settlement of America.** Ed. by James Horn. Offers a vast compiliation of writings that reveal, firsthand the first English settlement of Jamestown, which existed in Virginia in 1607. Presents seven of Smith’s works, chronicking the experiences his group had in determining whether or not an English colony was viable in the New World. This edition of one of the landmark history books published in the 20th century, more than 300 illustrations make the story even more vivid and complete. 1329 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $45.00. **$32.95**


**2819648 NATIVE AMERICAN ALMANAC: More Than 50,000 Years of the Cultures and Histories of Indigenous Peoples.** By Yvonne Waskin Dennis et al. A comprehensive, pre-contact and post-contact history, current events, Tribal Nation histories, insights on environmental and land issues, arts, trades, languages, and more. **SOLD OUT**

**2879476 PANAMINT SHO SHONE BASKETRY.** By Eva Slater. The Shoshone people who have survived the harsh conditions of California’s Death Valley and showcases their significant art form that celebrates California’s northern desert. Well illus., some in color. 369 pages. Sagewash. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**


**2778947 ROCK ART: The Meanings and Myths Behind Ancient Ruins in the Southwest and Beyond.** By Stewart M. Lyman. Explores the fascinating history of ancient rock-art and other markings that have puzzled historians, archaeologists, and hikers alike for centuries. Whether you’re fascinated by the wondrous ancient image rocks, petroglyphs or the stories they tell about the people who created them, exploring the meaning behind the markings, this guide is all you need to better understand this mysterious art form. Well illus. in color. 190 pages. Falcon. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. **$17.95**
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**AFRICAN-AMERICAN LIVES & HISTORY**

- **2859599** THE EMPIRE OF NECESSITY: Slavery, Freedom, and Deception in the New World. By Greg Grandin. One morning in 1803, off an island in the South Pacific, seal hunter Captain Amaroa Delano climbed aboard a Spanish ship carrying what appeared to be slaves. In fact, they were performing an elaborate ruse, having risen up earlier and slaughtered most of the crew and officers. Here, Grandin delivers the untold history of this extraordinary event and Delano’s savage response. 16 pages of photos. Metropolitan. Pub. at $30.00.


- **2808161** 1619: Jamestown and the Forging of American Democracy. By James Horn. Sheds new light on the year that gave birth to the English colonization of America, the origins of American democracy, the rise of democracy, and the emergence of what would in time become one of the nation’s greatest challenges: the corrosive legacy of slavery and racism that has afflicted America ever since. Illus. 273 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.00.

- **5626955** POLICING THE BLACK MAN: Arrest, Prosecution, and Imprisonment. Ed. by Angela J. Davis. Featuring essays by some of the nation’s most influential and respected criminal justice experts and legal scholars, addressing the many ways the criminal justice system impacts the lives of African American boys and men at every stage of the criminal process. From arrest, to trial, to sentencing. 321 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $27.95.

- **39789152** TALKING BACK, TALKING BLACK: Truths About the Significance of Black Writers and Stories; Championing the Spirit of Resistance as Heträns freedom throughout the hemisphere from the sixteenth through the twentieth centuries. Illus. 453 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $40.00.

- **6974775** THE LYNCHING: The Epic Courtroom Battle That Brought Down the Klan. By Laurence Leamer. Hays, a member of the UKA, was sentenced to death, the first time in more than a century that the state of Alabama had given that penalty to a black man. Morris Dees saw the case as an opportunity to file a lawsuit against the UKA. This is the suspenseful true story that destroyed the Klan. 16 pages of photos. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

- **6741861** REMEMBERING JIM CROW. Ed. by David H. Chute et al. In vivid, compelling accounts, men and women from all walks of life tell how their day-to-day lives were subjected to profound and unrelenting racial oppression during the Jim Crow era. This powerful story of individual and communal triumph over racial injustice in the Civil Rights era. 413 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95.

- **28284194** HE CALLS ME BY LIGHTNING. By S. Jonathan Bass. Calif. Washington didn’t pull the trigger but as Officer James “Cowboy” Clark lay dying, he had no choice but to turn on his heel and run. The year was 1957, he was black and Officer Clark was white, and this was the Jim Crow South. This is a portrait of racial injustice in the Civil Rights era. 674 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $35.00.


- **6804096** SMOKEOUT: The Untold Story of the Other Civil Rights Revolution. By Andrew Delbanco. 16 color photos. 404 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $13.95

- **2825872** SLAVES OF ONE MASTER: Globalization and Slavery in Arabia in the Age of Empire. By Matthew S. Hopper. In this wide-ranging history of the African diaspora and slavery in Arabia in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Hopper examines the interconnected themes of enslavement, globalization, and empire and challenges previously held conceptions regarding Middle Eastern slavery and British imperialis. Illus. 302 pages. Yale. Pub. at $85.00 $14.95

- **2913577** ROUGH MIGHTY TIMES, I TELL YOU: Personal Accounts of Slavery in the Black Renaissance. By Dick Whittington. 16 color photos. 404 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $13.95

- **2859599** THE EMPIRE OF NECESSITY: Slavery, Freedom, and Deception in the New World. By Greg Grandin. One morning in 1803, off an island in the South Pacific, seal hunter Captain Amaroa Delano climbed aboard a Spanish ship carrying what appeared to be slaves. In fact, they were performing an elaborate ruse, having risen up earlier and slaughtered most of the crew and officers. Here, Grandin delivers the untold history of this extraordinary event and Delano’s savage response. 16 pages of photos. Metropolitan. Pub. at $30.00.

- **6887447** THE GREAT STAIL: Witnessing African American Culinary History in the Old South. By Noel Rae. Comprising household accounts, memoirs, and the testimonies of nearly one hundred individuals, this powerful narrative offers an all-encompassing view of African American food. Rae’s story illuminates what brought us to war with ourselves during the Jim Crow years. The result is a powerful reconstruction of a forgotten life becomes an historic portrait of one of the most renowned slave narratives. 287 pages. Yale. Pub. at $85.00 $14.95

- **2828990** A MATTER OF JUSTICE: Eisenhower and the Beginning of the Civil Rights Revolution. By David A. Nichols. Fifty years after President Eisenhower ordered troops to Little Rock to enforce a desegregation order, this classic volume presents an original and engaging narrative that places the President and his civil rights policies in a dramatically new light. Photos. 353 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

- **6741861** REMEMBERING JIM CROW. Ed. by David H. Chute et al. In vivid, compelling accounts, men and women from all walks of life tell how their day-to-day lives were subjected to profound and unrelenting racial oppression during the Jim Crow era. This powerful story of individual and communal triumph over racial injustice in the Civil Rights era. 413 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95


- **2825872** SLAVES OF ONE MASTER: Globalization and Slavery in Arabia in the Age of Empire. By Matthew S. Hopper. In this wide-ranging history of the African diaspora and slavery in Arabia in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Hopper examines the interconnected themes of enslavement, globalization, and empire and challenges previously held conceptions regarding Middle Eastern slavery and British imperialis. Illus. 302 pages. Yale. Pub. at $85.00 $14.95

- **2913577** ROUGH MIGHTY TIMES, I TELL YOU: Personal Accounts of Slavery in the Black Renaissance. By Dick Whittington. 16 color photos. 404 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $13.95

- **6887447** THE GREAT STAIL: Witnessing African American Culinary History in the Old South. By Noel Rae. Comprising household accounts, memoirs, and the testimonies of nearly one hundred individuals, this powerful narrative offers an all-encompassing view of African American food. Rae’s story illuminates what brought us to war with ourselves during the Jim Crow years. The result is a powerful reconstruction of a forgotten life becomes an historic portrait of one of the most renowned slave narratives. 287 pages. Yale. Pub. at $85.00 $14.95

- **2828990** A MATTER OF JUSTICE: Eisenhower and the Beginning of the Civil Rights Revolution. By David A. Nichols. Fifty years after President Eisenhower ordered troops to Little Rock to enforce a desegregation order, this classic volume presents an original and engaging narrative that places the President and his civil rights policies in a dramatically new light. Photos. 353 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95
*2808767 RFK: His Words for Our Times. Ed. by E.O. Guthman & C.R. Allen. Through his own words we gain a direct and intimate perspective on Kennedy's views on civil rights and social justice, war and the quest for peace, poverty and the power of work, and the common aspirations that unify us across the divides of race, gender, age, and circumstances. An insightful look at his political philosophy and the speeches accompanied by commentary from notable historians. 16 pages of photos. Morrow. Pub. at $29.99. *7.95


2865785 THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY. By A. Brinkley & D. Dyer. Indispensable resource for the curious reader and the serious historian alike, it showcases some of the most prominent figures in American history being written today. Sheds light on the hubris, struggles and brilliance of our nation's leaders and offers a unique window onto the revolutionary evolution of the official White House. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. *4.95

6710832 THREE DAYS IN JANUARY: Dwight Eisenhower's Final Mission. By Bret Baier with C. Whitney. Baier casts the period between Ike's two presidencies, most well address and Kennedy's inauguration as the closing act of one of modern America's greatest leaders--during which Eisenhower urgently sought to prepare both the country and the next president for the challenges ahead. 16 pages of photos. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99. *7.95


2844419 DISCOVERING GETTYSBURG. By W. Stephen Coleman, illus. by J. Hartman. A collection of firsthand accounts by contemporary experts on America's most famous and off-the-beaten-path places on the battlefield, explore the historic town of Gettysburg as it is today, chat with some of the area's most famous and off-the-beaten-path places on the battlefield, explore the historic town of Gettysburg as it is today, chat with some of the area's most fascinating residents, and most well enjoy conversations with a variety of experts on the battle. Illus. 274 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $25.00. *6.95

4578735 THE STRANGER SHE LOVED: Dr. MacNeil's Wife, and an Almost Perfect Murder. By Shanna Hogan. In 2007, 50 year old Michele MacNeill was found dead, seemingly of natural causes. But when her husband moved his much-younger mistress into the house, the political power they had as a couple became suspicious. The MacNeill daughters conducted their own investigation, eventually unmasking a monster in their own home. Illus. 392 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. *5.95
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5851297 THE QUEEN: The Epic Ambition of Hillary and the Coming of a Second Clinton Era. By Hugh Hewitt. Presents a scathing examination of the career of Hillary Clinton, focusing on why her victory would be ruinous to the nation. Conservatives and liberals alike will alternate between astonishment, agreement and anger as they sift through the harsh truths of a woman vying to be America’s closest thing to royalty. 314 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

2847639 HOW THE HELL DID THIS HAPPEN? The Election of 2016. By P.J. O’Rourke. Starting with the full cast of presidential candidates, O’Rourke analyzes why, in the midst of strategic deficits the Obama/Clinton/Kerry approach to world affairs–improving relations with dictators over strengthening ties with democracies–squelched a chance for the American history and the foreign policy tradition, while at the same time providing fresh, thought-provoking analysis. 342 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

2931443 CENSORED 2018: Press Freedoms in a “Post-Truth” World. By Andy Lee Roth et al. In a time of “post-truth” fictions and rampant propaganda, Censored is on the case, revealing how the corporate media tries to account for its misleading spins, convenient lies, and outright censorship. Some of the stories presented include: Pentagon paid UK PR firm to create videos, Matt de la Peña’s data on contemporary politics and religion, Jones shows how today’s most heated political controversies can be fully understood only in the context of the atrocities that white Christians feel as the cultural landscape has changed around them. 322 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

2910904 INSANE CLOWN PRESIDENT: Dispatches from the 2016 Circus. By Matt Taibbi. Taibbi frames the reporting with original essays that explore the seismic shift in how we perceive the national landscape, from the democratic process, and the future of the country. Not just a postmortem on the collapse and failure of American democracy but an offering of the surreal, unique, and essential experiences behind it in hindsight. 314 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

6949770 TRUMPTITUDE: The Secret Confessions of Donald’s Brain. By Ellis Henderson. Reveals the insanity of Trump’s speeches. You’ve witnessed the pre-dawn Twitter storms. Now comes the really scary part—the secret confessions. Take a trip into The Donald’s brain and learn all the lessons you can from a master of rhetorical product placement, and gravity-defying hair. Well illus. 143 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

6916223 THE END OF WHITE CHRISTIAN AMERICA. By Robert P. Jones. Drawing on Kuttner’s data on contemporary politics and religion, Jones shows how today’s most heated political controversies can be fully understood only in the context of the atrocities that white Christians feel as the cultural landscape has changed around them. 322 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

2807684 A PERILOUS PATH: The Misguided Foreign Policy of Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, & John Kerry. By Anne-Marie Slaughter. As the leaders of the most powerful country in the world, Obama, Clinton, and Kerry have taken actions that undermine American interests and the democratic process. Refusing to acknowledge the most heated political controversies can be fully understood only in the context of the atrocities that white Christians feel as the cultural landscape has changed around them. 322 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

2801868 SH*T MY PRESIDENT SAYS: The Illustrated Tweets of Donald J. Trump. By Shannon Wheeler. The Eisner Award-winning cartoonist tackles our 45th president, collecting and transforming Donald Trump’s most revealing tweets into razor-sharp cartoons. The result is a subversive, amusing, and illuminating statement that will surely please every reader. Fully illus. Top Shelf. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

6940483 THE “S” WORD: A Short History of an American Tradition...Socialism. By John Nichols. In this unapologetic defense of our socialist heritage, Nichols reveals how the triumph of neoliberalism was the most divisive political figure of our time. Fully illus. Top Shelf. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

6915308 CLEAN HOUSE: Exposing Our Government’s Secrets and Lies. By Tom Fitton. Fitton reveals the truth about the lie of Obama’s famous claim that his administration would be “the most transparent administration ever.” Instead, numerous leaks indicate that Obama’s two terms were the most obstructionist, opaque, and scandalous in history. 292 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 $4.95

2816272 ALT-AMERICA: The Rise of the Radical Right in the Age of Trump. By David Neiwert. Neiwert uncovers how Trump’s campaign has been tracking extremists for more than two decades and in this comprehensive volume he provides a deeply researched and authoritative report on the growth of fascism and right terrorism. A crucial look at one of the most disturbing aspects of American society. 456 pages. Verso. Paperback. Pub. in Dec. $17.95 $4.95

288810X THE TRUMP LEAKS: The Onion Exposes the Top Secret Memos, emails, and Doodles That Could Take Down a President. In an era besieged by darkness and lies, The Onion, has fearlessly published hundreds of classified documents obtained from an anonymous whistle blower deep within the Trump White House. This book contains all of those revelations contained within this soon to be Pulitzer winning work are all but certain to topple the president and alter history. illus. in color. Harper. 618x11. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

6948934 SH*T MY PRESIDENT SAYS: The Illustrated Tweets of Donald J. Trump. By Shannon Wheeler. The Eisner Award-winning cartoonist tackles our 45th president, collecting and transforming Donald Trump’s most revealing tweets into razor-sharp cartoons. The result is a subversive, amusing, and illuminating statement that will surely please every reader. Fully illus. Top Shelf. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

6816223 THE END OF WHITE CHRISTIAN AMERICA. By Robert P. Jones. Drawing on Kuttner’s data on contemporary politics and religion, Jones shows how today’s most heated political controversies can be fully understood only in the context of the atrocities that white Christians feel as the cultural landscape has changed around them. 322 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

2847639 HOW THE HELL DID THIS HAPPEN? The Election of 2016. By P.J. O’Rourke. Starting with the full cast of presidential candidates, O’Rourke analyzes why, in the midst of strategic deficits the Obama/Clinton/Kerry approach to world affairs–improving relations with dictators over strengthening ties with democracies–squelched a chance for the American history and the foreign policy tradition, while at the same time providing fresh, thought-provoking analysis. 342 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95
**Politics**

**578075 THE STRANGER: Barack Obama in the White House.** By Chuck Todd. Reviewed by Chuck Todd. With the 2016 U.S. presidential election within reach, former Senior State Department official, makes a powerful case for an endangered American Democratic tradition.

**910651 THE BLACK PRESIDENCY: Barack Obama and the Politics of Race in America.** By Michael Eric Dyson. From the Barry Goldwater era through the Reagan revolution to the crisis of the 2016 presidential election, this absorbing narrative tracks the history of Republican policies to theunset and discontent that has resulted in the unusually fractured campaigns we have today. 548 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub at $27.99. *$9.95*


**6871083 CRASHBACK: The Power Clash Between the U.S. and China in the Pacific.** By Michael Fabey. It is a “warm war,” as the Chinese try to claim the South China Sea for their own, and the Americans, who pride freedom of navigation, insist on an open corridor. This volume explains the ultimate danger, that these two titans could draw the world into all war. Color photos. 332 pages. Scribner. Pub at $27.00. *$3.95*

**2890906 THE POLITICS OF DECEPTION: JFK’s Secret Decisions on Vietnam, Civil Rights, and Cuba.** By Patrick J. Sylon. Reveals the last year of JFK’s presidency to strip away the myths of Camelot and reveal the ruthless politician underneath. From planting the seeds of the Vietnam War to undermining the civil rights movement. Sylon exposes the startling ways Kennedy attempted to manage world events, control public opinion, and forge his own legacy. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $26.99. *$5.95*


**2804547 FIRST IN LINE: Presidents, Vice Presidents, and the Pursuit of Power.** By Kate Anderson Brower. Explores the lives and roles of thirteen modern vice presidents—eight Republicans and five Democrats. Based on interviews with more than two hundred people, this book tells the story of the vice presidency and the danger its sometimes close, often chilly, and always complicated relationship between our modern presidents and their vice presidents. 16 pages of color photos. Houghton. Paperbound. Pub at $15.00. *$11.95*


**6872382 MAD ABOUT TRUMP: By the Usual Gang of Idiots.** A full assault to the首席, spoiling every aspect of Trump’s rise, from bungling business to repudians really show how to class candidate to a pathologist’s nightmare. By Charles Frazier. 156 pages. Scribner. Pub at $18.99. *$9.95*

**1090661 THE BLACK PRESIDENCY: Barack Obama and the Politics of Race in America.** By Michael Eric Dyson. From the Barry Goldwater era through the Reagan revolution to the crisis of the 2016 presidential election, this absorbing narrative tracks the history of Republican policies to theunset and discontent that has resulted in the unusually fractured campaigns we have today. 548 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub at $27.99. *$9.95*

**2849659 THE RIGHT PROBLEMS: What the President, Congress, and Every Citizen Can Do to Remediate the Damage.** By Herman Cain. Former Republican presidential candidate Herman Cain shows how we can overcome the ignorance that has spread throughout our country, and describes what an enlightened electorate would look like. 156 pages. Post Hill. Pub at $25.00. *$4.95*

**2815354 THE DESPOT’S APPRENTICE: Donald Trump’s Attack on Democracy.** By Brian Klaas. A fresh look at Trump’s presidency. Where does this election stand? What’s ahead in this New World Order. An analysis of the 2016 election and Trump’s rise. "The Trump presidency has raised a question that many of us never thought we’d be asking: Is our democracy in danger? Trump and Beyond."

**6817610 THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO & SELECTED WRITINGS.** By Karl Marx. The modern debate on the theories of Karl Marx has been heated and lively. The Communist Manifesto is in the public domain and Marx’s collected writings, published in 1932, have often been censored and mutilated. This edition contains the full text of The Communist Manifesto, together with Marx’s most important writings on economics and political economy, with a new introduction by Blues singer and political theorist, John Sinclair, and a new foreword by Robert Bernstein, president of the American Jewish Committee.

**2868822 IT’S EVEN WORSE THAN YOU THINK: What the Trump Administration Is Doing to America.** By David Cay Johnston. Since he was elected, Donald Trump has undermined the presidency and taken the country backward. He has enriched himself and his family, turning the government into a kleptocracy. Meanwhile, nests of political termites work at destroying the government from within. Johnston think. 332 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub at $17.00. *$12.95*

**2869469 THE RIGHT PROBLEMS: What the President, Congress, and Every Citizen Can Do to Remediate the Damage.** By Herman Cain. Former Republican presidential candidate Herman Cain shows how we can overcome the ignorance that has spread throughout our country, and describes what an enlightened electorate would look like. 156 pages. Post Hill. Pub at $25.00. *$4.95*

**2866287 BET YOU DIDN’T SEE THAT ONE COMING: Obama, Trump, and the End of Washington’s Regular Order.** By Bob Englich. Combining fresh commentary and a collection of previously published opinion pieces, this volume is a sharp, and at times witty, election postmortem with a look at what’s ahead in this New World Order. An analysis of the 2016 election and Trump’s rise. "The Trump presidency has raised a question that many of us never thought we’d be asking: Is our democracy in danger? Trump and Beyond."

**6817610 THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO & SELECTED WRITINGS.** By Karl Marx. The modern debate on the theories of Karl Marx has been heated and lively. The Communist Manifesto is in the public domain and Marx’s collected writings, published in 1932, have often been censored and mutilated. This edition contains the full text of The Communist Manifesto, together with Marx’s most important writings on economics and political economy, with a new introduction by Blues singer and political theorist, John Sinclair, and a new foreword by Robert Bernstein, president of the American Jewish Committee.

**2890906 THE POLITICS OF DECEPTION: JFK’s Secret Decisions on Vietnam, Civil Rights, and Cuba.** By Patrick J. Sylon. Reveals the last year of JFK’s presidency to strip away the myths of Camelot and reveal the ruthless politician underneath. From planting the seeds of the Vietnam War to undermining the civil rights movement. Sylon exposes the startling ways Kennedy attempted to manage world events, control public opinion, and forge his own legacy. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $26.99. *$5.95*


**2907511 EASTERNIZATION: Asia’s Rise and America’s Decline from Obama to Trump.** By Kate Andersen Brower. Imperial Japan’s lasting effects on China, South Korea, and Japan. China’s economic power and its desire for a global role. China’s relationship with the U.S. and other countries. A provocative analysis of how a new era of global instability has begun, as the flow of wealth and power turns from West to East. Rapid development in China and Russia. The counterbalance to the Chinese threat. The empty promises of American leaders. How a Trump presidency could be the inevitable process that will define the international politics of the twenty-first century.

**2861584 THE STRANGE DEATH OF EUROPE: Immigration, Identity, Islam.** By Christopher Caldwell. Immigration, mass immigration and cultivated self-distress and self-hate have combined for a continent and culture that is potentially apocalyptic. The refugees arriving in Berlin, Paris, Scandinavia, Lampedusa and Greece. Murray offers a first-hand examination of the contemporary issues that are threatening to tear Europe apart. 343 pages. Bloomington. Pub at $26.00. *$18.95*
refusing to reject any of it outright, Taibo offers a fresh and radical political strategy. Questioning “classical” anarchist thought, while...
6754030 THE ACCIDENTAL PRESIDENT: Harry S. Truman and the Four Months That Changed the World. A.J. Baime Tells the dramatic, pulse-pounding story of Harry Truman’s first four months in office, when this unlikely man became President. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95


2782235 WHO’S IN THE SECRET SERVICE. By Vince Palamara. 306 pages. Trine Day. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $15.95


6828592 A BAND AT WAR: Do You Know the Peace Plans of World War I?. By Gary Wills. Fascinating Facts About Our Chief Executives. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95

6859016 THE IMPERIAL FOCUS: From Roosevelt to Obama. By Steve Kornacki. With a novelistic approach and a clear sense of history, Kornacki masterfully weaves together the various elements of this remarkable story—hugely important relationships, political shifts, and the many effects of war. 211 pages. Potomac. Pub. at $26.95. PRICE CUT to $15.95

679716X THE RED AND THE BLUE: The 1990s and the Birth of Political Tribalism. By Steve Kornacki. With a novelistic approach and a clear sense of history, Kornacki masterfully weaves together the various elements of this remarkable story—hugely important relationships, political shifts, and the many effects of war. 211 pages. Potomac. Pub. at $26.95. PRICE CUT to $15.95

2807963 STOP MASS HYSTERIA: America’s Instability from the Salem Witch Trials to the Trump Witch Hunt. By Michael Savage. The author takes the reader on an unprecedented journey through the long history of mass hysteria in the United States. Shining a light on the real nature and causes of America’s mass hysteria in the past, this account provides an insightful look into what is causing it today, and suggests what we can do about it. 360 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $15.95


6816996 THE PRICE OF GREATNESS: Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and the Creation of American Oligarchy. By Jay Cost. A political scientist contends that Hamilton and Madison were the single most important influence in the American Revolution. In this brilliantly original account of the nation’s birth, Cost reveals the fundamental trade-off that made the United States the richest country in human history and continues to fracture our politics to this day. 235 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $19.95

6855067 A BLUEPRINT FOR WAR: FDR and the Hundred Days That Mobilized America. By Susan Dunn. Dramatically brings to life the most vital and transformational period of Franklin D. Roosevelt’s presidency—the hundred days between December 1940 and March 1941—when he mobilized America. Paperback. Pub. at $27.50. PRICE CUT to $19.95

6899179 AN ARGUMENT OPEN TO ALL: Reading The Federalist in the 21st Century. By Sanford Levinson. 350 pages. Yale Pub. at $30.00. $6.95


6894652 PUTIN: His Downfall and Russia’s Coming Crash. By Richard Lourie. Explore Putin’s failures, missed opportunities, and probable future moves. Readers who discover where Putin’s next land grab is likely to be and questions are asked and answered about Putin’s nefarious plans for the Arctic, as well as along the border with China. $9.95

6948421 DEBRIEFING THE PRESIDENT: The Interrogation of Saddam Hussein. By John Nixon. Presents an astounding, candid portrait of one of our era’s most notorious strong men. The author, the first man to conduct a prolonged interrogation of Hussein after his capture in December 2003, has the keen insight into the mindset of America’s most enigmatic enemy. 242 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $25.00. $4.95

2804565 THE WAHhabi CODE: How the Saudis Spread Extremism Globally. By Peter L. Bergen. A fascinating look at the source of the current wave of terrorism, how it spread, and why the West did nothing. This account exposes Saudi Arabia as the largest exporter of extremism, the severe, ultra-conservative sect of Islam, that is the core ideology for international terror groups and gives insight into the culture of extremism. Color photos. 166 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

6982962 POLITICAL ORDER AND POLITICAL DECAY. By Frances Fukuyama. Taking up the essential question of how societies develop strong, impersonal, and accountable political institutions, Fukuyama offers a sweeping, masterful account of the struggle to create a well-functioning modern society. 660 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. $12.95

2788499 CAN DEMOCRACY WORK? A Short History of a Radical Idea, from Ancient Athens to Our World. By James Miller. 306 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $15.95

6815278 THE BAD-ASS LIBRARIANS OF TIMBUKTU. By Alex Kanne. In this compelling story, a color photojournalist chronicles the robust library that served as a beacon of hope in the desolate city of Timbuktu, Mali during the Islamic occupation. 284 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $9.95


5937485 UNDER THE BLACK FLAG: An Exclusive Insight into the Inner Workings of ISIS. By Sami Mouhayed. 240 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. $7.95


American Foreign Policy

6878929 THE COMPLETE INFIDEL’S GUIDE TO IRAQ. By Robert Spencer. Exposes the cancerous corruption that is poisoning the Islamic Republic, lays out what America must do to defeat it, and gives you all the information you need about America’s least understood yet potentially most lethal foe. 361 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95. $9.95

2826933 A NATION WITHOUT BORDERS: The United States and its World in an Age of Civil Wars, 1830-1910. By Steven Hahn. In this ambitious story of American imperial expansion and capitalist development, Regis McKenna Prize-winning historian Steven Hahn takes on the conventional histories of the nineteenth century and offers a perspective that will be as enduring as it is controversial. SHOP/WORK. Illus. 596 pages. Viking. Pub. at $35.00. $25.95

2828855 AMERICA AND THE VATICAN: Trading Information After WWII. By Robert F. Illing. Serving as the functioning charge d'affaires at the United States mission office within the Vatican, which was opened fifteen years after WWII, Illing brings intriguing insight to the development of relations between the Vatican and the Vatican missions, as well as with the Vatican’s relationship with the world. Photos. 245 pages. History Publishing Co. Pub. at $25.95. $5.95

2858711 WAR AGAINST WAR: The American Fight for Peace 1914-1918. By Michael T. Klare. There is no greater drama than the account of the Americans who tried to stop their nation from fighting in one of history’s most destructive wars—and who were hopelessly outgunned by the superpower that refused to back down. When the Great War’s bitter legacy led to the next world war, these peace activists’ warnings turned into a tragic prophecy. 16 pages of photos. 378 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00. $7.95

**676520** CRUSADE AND JIHAD: The Thousand-Year War Between the Muslim World and the Global North. By William R. Polk. Presents the first history to encompass, in one volume, the entire history of the catastrophic encounter between the Global North–China, Russia, Europe, Britain, and America–and Muslim societies from Central Asia to Western Africa. Polk explains the deep hostilities between these two worlds, showing how they have grown over centuries. 632 pages. Yale. Pub. at $37.50


**289768** BEHEMOTH: A History of the Factory and the Making of the Modern World. By Joshua B. Freeman. This accessible and timely work of scholarship tells the story of the factory, and explains how it has reflected both our dreams and our nightmares of the modern world and the social change. Freeman offers a pioneering perspective on how factories have shaped our societies and the challenges we face now. Illus. 427 pages. Norton. Pub. at $19.95


**270437** THE AWFUL END OF PRINCE WILLIAM THE SILENT: The First Assassination of a Head of State with a fusion of extraordinary photographs. 432 pages. Pegassus. 8½x11. Pub. at $39.95


**691213** THE GOVERNANCE OF CHINA, VOLUME I. By Xi Jinping. 642 pages. Shanghai Press. Pub. at $16.95


**670817** MAKING MONTE CARLO: The History of Chance and Speculation. By Mark Braude. 289 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00


**689304** THIS PROGRAM IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY... Distributing Television News Online. By Joshua A. Braun. Illus. 323 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00

**6751288** 50 YEARS OF NEW YORK: By the eds. of New York. 400 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $22.95

**676149** ON THE OTHER SIDE OF SORROW. By James Hunter. 280 pages. Birlinn. Pub. at $3.95


**6846831** SECRET WHITECHAPEL. By L. Berk & R. Koslky. Well illus., most in color. 96 pages. Amber. Pub. at $14.95

**6839870** RENUNCIATION: Uprisings That Shaped the Twentieth Century. By Philip Parker. Fully illus., some in color. 64 pages. Andre Deutsch. 10½x12½. Pub. at $45.00


**682434** REDISCOVERING AMERICANISM: And the Tyranny of Progressivism. By Alan Axelrod. 358 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95


**289529** THE ART OF BEING FREE: How Alexis de Tocqueville Can Save Us from Ourselves. By John Kasich. As Governor Kasich reminds us in these pages, America is great because America is good–and because Americans have staked true to who we are: one nation, under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all–today more than ever. Kasich offers us a hopeful portrait of the country he loves and his hopes for our future. Photos, some color. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

**281704** CAN IT HAPPEN HERE? Authoritarianism in America. Ed. by Cass R. Sunstein. An acclaimed legal scholar queries a number of the nation’s leading thinkers and in this thought provoking collection of essays, the thinkers and theorists explore the lessons of history, how democracies have failed, the role of political parties and institutions, the work of the media, courts, elections, and take new in the modern political landscape. 481 pages. Day Street. Pub. at $17.95

**290517** AMERICA THE ANXIOUS: How Our Pursuit of Happiness Is Creating a Nation of Nervous Wrecks. By Ruth Whisman. Researcher and author of one of the largest longitudinal studies ever performed, Whisman reveals the damage done by the device industry that is a leading cause of death for young Americans. 314 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $15.99

**2799634** THE QUEEN: The Epic Ambition of Hillary and the Coming of a Second “Clinton Era”. By Hugh Hewitt. An in-depth profile of Hillary Clinton’s career and why it would have been ruinous for the nation if she had won the 2016 presidential election. A preeminent conservative journalist and author, Hewitt explores how Hillary’s political career was starting and unexpected from start to finish. 247 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

**290540** THE DANGER WITHIN US: America’s Unleashed, Unregulated Medical Device Industry and One Man’s Battle to Survive It. By Jeanne Lenzer. A shocking expose of the dangerously underregulated medical device industry that is a leading cause of death for Americans, their families, and the device industry that is a leading cause of death for Americans, their families, and the device industry. Hewitt explores why the government failed to regulate device industry, the tragic consequences, and how it must be reformed the flawed systems we depend on for our very lives. 329 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

**2859266** SECRETS OF THE SECRET SERVICE. By Gary J. Byrne with G.M. Schmidt. The United States Secret Service is tasked with protecting our Presidents, and their families. Their secret job is one of the most important in the world. Security failings would expose the agency’s history and today’s scandal that he believes puts Americans at risk. 296 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00

**281719** LORDS OF SECRECY: The National Security Elite and America’s Stealth Warfare. By Scott Horton. Sheds much needed light on the most important national security debates of our time and offers a stark reminder of what can go wrong in government secrecy undermines citizens’ rights and responsibilities. 260 pages. Nation Books. Pub. at $17.95

468131 WEAPONIZED LIES: How to Think Critically in the Post-Truth Era. By Daniel Levitin. Tackles the deluge of lies and disinformation, and provides tools to identify the phenomenon and help empower readers to respond.

287022 STRANGERS IN THEIR OWN LAND: Anger and Mourning on the American Right. By Jonathan Rauch. Chronicles the rise of a movement that is otherwise politically unprecedented.

284013 RADICALS CHASING UTOPIA: Inside the Rogue Movements Trying to Change the World. By Jamie Bartlett. Takes readers inside the strange and exciting worlds of the innovators, disrupters, idealists and extremists who think something’s wrong at the core of modern society, and believe we can do better. Their ideas may be extreme, but these groups are challenging what is possible and previewing the world to come. 392 pages. Nation Books. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

CD 286318 THE ENEMY AT HOME: The Cultural Left and Its Rise to Power. By Dennis R. Prager. The author journeys into conservative Louisiana bayou country on a mission to understanding the beliefs of the people living there. She discovers that the American culture is in deep remission of the scorn of liberals, and a perceived betrayal by the federal government, all helping to explain the emotional appeal of a candidate like Donald Trump. 351 pages. New Press. Pub. at $27.95

2750236 OBAMA'S AMERICA: Unmaking the American Dream. By Dinesh D’Souza. Written at the dawn of the president’s second term, this devastating survey of the Obama administration’s impact on 9/11, D’Souza shows that they are really one and the same. Eleven hours on two CDs. Tantor. Pub. at $39.95

688768 "GUNS DON'T KILL PEOPLE, PEOPLE KILL PEOPLE": And Other Myths About Guns and Gun Control. By Dennis A. Henigan. Exposes the mythology and misguided thinking at the core of these pro-gun campaign lines, which continue to have an ominous cultural precedent.

282683 THE LIST: A Week-by-Week Reckoning of Trump's First Year. By Amy Sokind. A shocking first draft history of the Trump regime and its clear authoritarian impulses. The author chronicles not only the scandals that make headlines but also the myriad s smaller but still consequential unprecedented history of the Trump regime and its clear authoritarian impulses.

674265 OLD SCHOOL: Life in the Sane Lane. By Bill O'Reilly & B. Weinstein. When there are two teams, Old School vs. Snowflake. If you show up on time, you’re Old School. If you look for something to get outraged about so you can turn off a tweet defending your precocious sensitivities, you’re a Snowflake. These basic attitudes inform everything from culture to politics. Photos. 178 pages. Holt. Pub. at $27.00

695026 THE IRAN WARS. By Jay Solomon. For more than a decade. The United States and its closest Middle Eastern allies have been fighting a multi-front campaign against Iran. When the election of the Islamic Republic of Iran in 1979, the United States sent troops to Lebanon and began providing covert support to the anti-communist resistance. Iran has returned to the table of nations and the United States must end the sanctions and the support for the opposition. 206 pages. Liveright. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

2815648 RESURGENT RUSSIA: An Operational Approach to Deterrence. By R. Evershed & N. Temple. This paper analyzes the current threat of Russian acts of war, both conventional and unconventional cyber warfare, against the United States and NATO. The authors also detail how America can prepare for and deter Russian aggression. Photos. 167 pages. Silhouette. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

6690399 SORTING THE BEEF FROM THE BULL: The Science of Food Fraud Forensics. By R. Evershed & N. Temple. This collection of food fraud tales from around the world explains the role of science in uncovering some of the century’s biggest food scams—horsemeat in burgers; chicken eggs that haven’t come from chickens; nut shells in spices—explores the arms race between food forgers and their victims, and shows the knowledge you need to avoid the scams. Illus. 319 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00

2877494 CONTROL: MKUltra, Chemtrails and the Conspiracy to Destroy the Human Mind. By Nick Redfern. How free are we really? Data privacy breaches, the tracking of every online movement and touch of a keyboard, the expanded right to be safe or water supplies—Redfern looks at how the government, big corporations, and the privileged few manipulate the truths, behaviors, and actions of the population. Illus. 414 pages. Visible Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

6900613 THE BLACK PRESIDENCY: Barack Obama and the Politics of Race in America. By Michael Eric Dyson. A political analyst dives deeply into the true meaning of Barack Obama’s historic presidency and its effects on the changing landscape of race and blackness in America. An engrossing analysis of the nation’s first black president, who has reassessed his understanding of Obama’s achievements and failures alike. 358 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

2890184 THE NEW ARAB WARS: Uprisings and Anarchy in the Middle East. By Marc Lynch. Describes how the political landscape of the region is changing, with much of it given over to anarchy, as proxy wars on behalf of three competing powers, Iran, Turkey, and Saudi Arabia, scar the region. It is a brutal, compelling story. 284 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $26.95

6909519 THIS FIGHT IS OURS: The Battle to Save America’s Middle Class. By Elizabeth Warren. Written in the candid, high spirited voice that is Warren’s trademark. An illuminating account of how we built the strongest middle class in history, a class of people who have been left to guide to what we as a country have lost and a road map back to normal.

687675 SORTING THE BEEF FROM THE BULL: The Science of Food Fraud Forensics. By R. Evershed & N. Temple. How free are we really? Data privacy breaches, the tracking of every online movement and touch of a keyboard, the expanded right to be safe or water supplies—Redfern looks at how the government, big corporations, and the privileged few manipulate the truths, behaviors, and actions of the population. Illus. 414 pages. Visible Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

2859808 DEMOCRACIES: Stories from the Long Road to Freedom. By Cendolotta Rizza. Powerful tales of global struggle for democracy and why America must continue to support the cause of human freedom. At a time when people around the world are questioning the value of democracy and its role in this complex world, Rice shares insights from the experiences as a policymaker, scholar, and citizen, in order to put democracy’s challenges into perspective. Color photos. 486 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $35.00


650054 GUN, THE WHITE MALE: How the Dead Truth Phenomenon Is Changing America—and What We Can All Do to Save the Middle Class. By Wayne Allyn Root. Root makes his case why he and his brethren have every right to be outraged, and unrighteously corrupted and unregulated policies, politically correct attitudes, and reverse racism that have recently oppressed and depressed the shrinking middle class. He provides policymakers and leaders to protect these rights.

287561 Hacks: The Inside Story of the Break-ins and Breakdowns That Put Donald Trump in the White House. By Oliver Stone. Stone shows how the administration of the Russian hacking of the DNC and mistakes by the Clinton campaign and Obama administration that enabled Trump’s victory. The author provides a playbook to empower readers to protect their rights, 323 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99


689365X A GENERATION OF SOCIOPATHS: How the Baby Boomers Betrayed America. By Bruce Cannon Gibney. The Boomer stranglehold reached its apotheosis during the 2016 presidential election with two dismal candidates representing the generation’s ugliest traits. Gibney, whose 2011 essay What Happened to the Future? How America Lost Its Edge was the lightning rod for the debate of the ongoing presidential election, argues that younger generations have a fleeting window to speak out and flood the mailboxes of your local officials. Photos. 247 pages. Beaten Path. Pub. at $18.99


2857692 DEMOCRACY: Deep History and the Radical Right’s Steal the Plan for America. By Nancy MacLean. A piercing examination of the right’s relentless campaign to eliminate unions, suppress voting, privatize public education, stop action on climate change, and alter the foundation of our constitutional democracy. How can we drain the swamp and force corruption? It is a call to arms to protect democracy itself. 334 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

2858908 DEMOCRACY: Stories from the Long Road to Freedom. By Cendolotta Rizza. Powerful tales of global struggle for democracy and why America must continue to support the cause of human freedom. At a time when people around the world are questioning the value of democracy and its role in this complex world, Rice shares insights from the experiences as a policymaker, scholar, and citizen, in order to put democracy’s challenges into perspective. Color photos. 486 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $35.00
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PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING IN AMERICAN HISTORY. By Jeanne M. Lott. 416 pages. Johns Hopkins University Press. Pub. at $27.00


THE NATION’S PURPLE HEART: One Soldier’s Search for the American Dream. By Steven Kroll. 368 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $27.00


THE LADY FROM SHANGHAI: America’s First Spy in the Cold War. By Garry Wills. 384 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $27.00


921655X BORN IN BLOOD: The Lost Secrets of Freemasonry. By John Robinson. Based on years of meticulous research, this examination solves the last remaining mysteries of the Masons--their secret words, symbols, and allegories whose true meanings had been lost for centuries. An important work that may require people to take a new look at the history of events leading to the Protestant Reformation. 376 pages. M. Evans. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. 


2842920 CEMETERY GATES: Death and Mourning Through the Ages. By Coris Nocturnum. Examines death, its significance in religious and ethnic views, cultural myths, and its use in art and literature through the ages. Find out how different religions and ethnic groups understand death, the mourning that accompanies it, and the important role of the tomb. 552 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.


2465351 DISCOVERING CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS AND FOLKLORE. By Margaret Baker. This volume deals with many aspects of the world’s most popular festival. It covers the British Isles, Europe, North Africa, the islands of Polynesia, and the Americas. The sources are varied, including Advent, the Twelve Days of Christmas, the Christ Child’s Markets of Germany and Austria, Christmas Foods from Around the World, Christmas Carols, St. Nicholas of Patara, and more. Illus. 120 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.


2856758 TIMEKEEPERS: How the Time Became Obsessed with Time. By Simon Garfield. A fascinating look at our obsession with time and our desire to measure it, control it, sell it, film it, perform it, immortalize it and make it meaningful. Garfield’s two intentions: to tell some illuminating stories, and to ask whether we have all gone completely nuts. Illus. 439 pages. Canongate. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. 

2785883 DOMESTIC INTIMACIES: Incest and the Liberal Subject in Nineteenth-Century America. By Brian Connolly. Offers a wide-ranging and comprehensive account of the ways in which anti-incest prohibitions as they were defined throughout the nineteenth century. Historian Brian Connolly overturns conventional histories of American liberalism by placing the fear of incest at the heart of 19th-century attempts to control public life and sexuality. Illus. 294 pages. UPAP. Pub. at $45.00.

2836335 F YOU VERY MUCH: Understanding the Culture of Rudeness—and What We Can Do About It. By Danny Wallace. Reveals the hidden truths behind all this rudeness, and what we can do to fix it. Includes interviews with psychologists, NASA scientists, politicians, and other experts—all to better understand what’s turning people into jerks. Illus. 143 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.


2881392 THE RESIDENCE: Inside the Private World of the White House. By Kate Andersen Brower. The author pulls back the curtain on the world’s most famous address. Brower offers a group portrait of the dedicated professionals who orchestrate lavishly scaled state dinners; stand ready during meetings with foreign dignitaries; care for the president and first lady’s young children; and cater to every need of the first couple may have, 16 pages of photos, many in color. 315 pages. Harper Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95.


2753894 THE NAKED SOCIETY. By Witold Szablowski. Szablowski uncovers the various ways cultures understand death, the significance of mourning, and what it means to be alive. Illus. 401 pages. UPAP. Pub. at $20.00.

8112010 READING BETWEEN THE LINES. Edited by Peter Benchley. Embarks on its next 100 years. The all-time classic for the first time, including dozens of portraits of the most important voices of our time. 555 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.


2865610 A NATION UNMADE BY WAR. By M. Lesy & L. Stoffer. This collection reprints for the first time, including dozens of portraits of the most important voices of our time. 555 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

4659800 SECRETS OF THE SIDESHOWS. By Joe Nickell. Blows the lid off the mysteries of the midway. Reveals the stories of the shows, the speculators, and the businesses behind the performances, and the shocking stories behind the performances. 246 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00.


5868264 BY COLOR. By David Scott Kastan with S. Farthing. The authors invite us to tune in from multiple perspectives: literary, historical, cultural, anthropological, philosophical, artistic, historical, political, and scientific. With each chapter devoted to a color, they examine the various ways colors have shaped and continue to shape our social and moral imaginations. Illus. in color. 254 pages. Yale. Pub. at $28.00.

5801560 OUR DAMAGED DEMOCRACY: We the People and the End of the American Dream. By Larry Hancock. 393 pages. OR Books. Pub. at $28.00.
**2892413** LUST KILLER, By Ann Rule. One of the young women vanished without a trace. By the time the fourth pattern was clear, Oregon’s massive police search was under way. But not even L. James Stovall suspected how grisly the crimes were—or who the murderer was. His madness turned out to be. Photos. 295 pages. Signet. Pap. $7.99 | $5.95


**6710687** UFO HUNTERS: Book Two. By John W. Birnes. Using eyewitness accounts and information from footage never before seen on TV, this mind-blowing companion to the History Channel series takes readers on the hunt for the truth about flying saucers. 354 pages. Eos. Pap. $7.95 | $5.50

**2800586** STONE CIRCLES, By Hugh Newman. What are stone circles? When were they built, and why? In this beautifully illustrated study, Newman takes us on a fast-paced tour of the world, examining these mysterious monuments of the megalithic culture from Wessex to Scotland, France to Poland, North America to Africa. 280 pages. Schiffer. Pap. $19.95 | $14.95

**6233351** KITTY GENOVESE: A True Account of a Public Murder and Its Private Consequences. By Catherine Pelonero. Cuts through misinformation and conjecture to present a definitive portrait of the crime, the aftermath, and the people involved. Pelonero offers a personal look at Kitty Genovese, the woman and the vigilante, the witness and the killer, who led a double life as a respectable family man by day and deadly predator by night. Photos. 360 pages. Skyhorse. Pap. $16.99 | $12.95

**2932025** RIPPER HUNTER: Abberline and the Whitechapel Murders. By M.J. Trow. In this compelling biography, Trow attempts to answer the many questions surrounding Inspector Frederick Abberline, the lead detective in the Jack the Ripper case. His story gives us insight into his remarkable career, his handling of the horrid details of Victorian policing, and into the Ripper case as it was seen by the best police minds of the day. Illus. 180 pages. Pap. Pub. at $34.95 | $9.95

**6799826** WOLF BOYS: Two American Outlaws in Mexico’s Most Dangerous Drug Cartel. By Dan Slater. Takes readers on a harrowing journey into the heart of the Mexican drug trade to recount the unforgettable Odyssey of Caballeros, the two young outlaws who became a pawn for the cartels. On the boy’s heels is Detective Robert Garcia, discovering the dark new realities of a seemingly unwinnable war. 342 pages. Skyhorse. Pap. Pub. at $24.99 | $9.95

**286651X** OPERATION GLADIO: The Unholy Alliance Between the Vatican, the CIA, and the Mafia. By Paul L. Williams. Argues that the CIA and Gladio-style operations created after WWII to thwart the possibility of a Communist invasion of Europe, soon gave rise to the toppling of governments, wholesale genocide, the formation of death squads, financial scandals on a grand scale, and the ascendancy of Jorge Mario Bergoglio, a Jesuit cleric with strong ties to Operation Condor (an outgrowth of Gladio), as Pope Francis. 416 pages. Prometheus. Pap. Pub. at $18.95 | $12.95

**2828472** BLACK DAHLIA, RED ROSE: The True Story of L. A. Crime, Corruption, and Cover-Up of America’s Greatest Unsolved Murder. By Piu Eatwell. The shocking murder of hopeful starlet Elizabeth Short, in 1947 Los Angeles, holds a permanent place in American lore as one of our most inscrutable true crime mysteries. Eatwell, cracks the code of a complex murder theory about who killed her. A persuasive account of one of the biggest unsolved murders of all time. Illus. 354 pages. Littwit. Pap. Pub. at $15.95 | $11.95


**4431499** SLAVE SPECIES OF THE GODS: The Secret Truth Behind the Anunnaki and Their Mission on Earth. By Michael Tellinger. Revealing new archaeological and genetic evidence, Tellinger presents a revolutionary work with pre-biblical clay tablets. Tellinger shows how the Anunnaki created us using pieces of their own DNA, controlling our physical and mental capabilities by inactivating their more advanced DNA, 565 pages. Bear & Company. Pap. Pub. at $25.00 | $18.95
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**592085 THE TRIAL OF PATROLMAN THOMAS SHEA.** By Thomas Hauser. 284 pages. Seven Stories. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**594416 GHOST STORIES OF LONDON.** By Edrick Thay. Jolly Old England shows it’s dark side with these eerie true stories. Meet the gorgeous 17th-century specter who haunts Bleeding Heart Yard; the Egyptian mummy who brings death to the British Museum; the long-dead earl who carries his head around Holland House; and more. 224 pages. Ghost House Books. Pub. at $19.95

**593049 GHOSTS AND POLTERGEISTS: True Stories from Beyond the Grave.** By P. Roland & R. Matthews. Presents a serious look at ghosts—not as chain rattling spooks or cold clouds of vapor—but as actual entities with whom we share a greater reality. This book also includes an exploration of the phenomenon of poltergeists from earliest times to the present day. Illus. 352 pages. Arcturus. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**292193 TALES OF THE POSSESSED: Extraordinary True Life Experiences.** By C. Torrington. Combines an objective overview of the universal phenomenon with horrifying accounts from mass shootings to poisoning to true animal torment inflicted on the victims. The first part examines the different incarnations of ‘possession’ while the second part is a collection of stories from great to truly gripping true tales. Illus. 174 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**2843285 HAUNTED HIGHWAYS AND GHOSTLY TRAVELERS.** By Christopher E. Wolf. In this collection of paranormal tales, the spirits don’t sit still, they ride the rails of ghostly trains and sit behind the wheels of spectral autos. From haunted bridges, ocean islands, and ghostly huts to eerie train carriages through the streets to the prairie, this collection relates more than 140 schools’ eerie experiences with the afterlife. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**2842971 CREEPY COLLEGES AND HAUNTED UNIVERSITIES.** By C. Thuma & T. Farnsworth. Features a collection of New York stories of spirits, specters and apparitions who haunt educational institutions from small community colleges to great universities. This collection relates more than 140 schools’ eerie experiences with the afterlife. 342 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**124560 HUNTED IN AMERICAN HOMES.** By Susan Smitten. Featuring accounts from regions as diverse as Ireland, South Africa, and Australia, this haunting assembly includes such true chillers as: the deaf opera singer who invokes death and mischief to the American history repressed in our most violent families; and the family who sees eerie tracings in the American Civil War. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**1284223 ARIZONA’S HAUNTED HOTSPOTS.** By Heather Woodward. Take a ghostly trip to some of the most haunted places in the desert! Explore the mysterious Tombstone, home to specter cowboys, and witness the wonders of the magical Sedona vortexes. From the spooky to the paranormal, there’s ahaunting supernatural sightseening tour in Arizona. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99


**681879 HAUNTED CLOSETS.** By Susan Smitten. Featuring accounts from regions as diverse as Ireland, South Africa, and Australia, this haunting assembly includes such true chillers as: the deaf opera singer who invokes death and mischief to the American history repressed in our most violent families; and the family who sees eerie tracings in the American Civil War. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99
**284351X** PHILLY’S MAIN LINE HAUNTS. By Laurie Hull. Explore Philadelphia’s Main Line where there are a multitude of fascinating stories from the 18th Century, from the Mint Street Cemetery to Westminster Cemetery, meet the ghosts of Harrison House, walk the haunted halls of higher learning at Bryn Mawr College, and more. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pp. 14.99.


**2876433** SPIRITS OF DALLAS: The Haunting of the Big D. By Brian Innes. Relives spine-tingling tales of the phantom hitchhiker, the lost grave, wandering long-forgotten cemeteries, and ice cream shops to an entire community of discovery into the people, places, and events that led to the macabre. 224 pages. Schiffer. Pp. 14.99.

**2843078** TEXAS HAUNTINGS. By Lee Prosser. Take a unique look at some of the most famous tourist locations in Texas with the help of the most famous paranormal explorers. This is a fascinating volume. Photos. 264 pages. Llewellyn. Pp. 19.95.

**2875896** GHOST HUNTERS OF NEW ENGLAND. By Alan Brown. Armed with equipment such as still and video cameras, Geiger counters, electromagnetic field detectors, digital voice recorders, infrared thermometers, thermal scanners, and much more, the hunters' scope is for elusive proof of supernatural activity. Meet these devoted people in this fascinating volume. 166 pages. UPNE. Schiffer. Pp. 19.95.

**2843070** HAUNTS OF THE SOUTHWEST. By Linda Moffitt. Explore the stories that are found in the southern part of the United States. Includes the stories of New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah. Includes contact information for 160 ghost sites in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pp. 19.95.

**2843617** SPIRITLANDS: Ghosts of California’s Central Coast. By Ava Belle Moon. With this volume, stroll through haunted halls of missions in the footsteps of the Chumash Indians and Spanish conquistadors. Make your way to the Santa Maria Inn, filled with ghosts from its illustrious past. Also, spend some time in the Salinas Valley, the first Spiritualist colony in the United States, and discover many more spirits. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. Pp. 19.95.

**2843722** FINDING GHOSTS IN PHOENIX. By B. Mullally & J. P. O’Hite. Use this guide to find the many colorful and legendary ghost stories from Phoenix’s most popular ghosts hang out. Also, learn how to easily stage your own investigation exactly like the pros, and meet Arizona’s top investigators and learn their tips and protocols. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pp. 14.99.

**2843706** TUCSON’S MOST HAUNTED. By K. Mullaly & J. P. O’Hite. From furniture stores and ice cream shops to an entire community buried beneath a downtown neighborhood, ghost hunters have uncovered some of the most exciting and true stories. This book will take you on a tour of five of the city’s most fascinating and chilling experiences. 248 pages. Schiffer. Pp. 19.95.


**2843443** THE APPARITIONS’ GHOST. By Peter Branning. This collection includes the true story of a haunted castle in the footsteps of the Chumash Indians and Spanish conquistadors. Make your way to the Santa Maria Inn, filled with ghosts from its illustrious past. Also, spend some time in the Salinas Valley, the first Spiritualist colony in the United States, and discover many more spirits. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. Pp. 19.95.

**2879689** SIGHTSEEING: Eyewitness Accounts of Paranormal Activity. By Brian Innes. Details the accounts of worldwide ghost phenomena, including haunted houses, phantom islands, haunted tips, and more. Written by the most committed paranormal investigators, this is a fascinating volume. Illus. 144 pages. Schiffer. Pp. 19.95.

**2875866** GHOST HUNTERS OF NEW ENGLAND. By Alan Brown. Armed with equipment such as still and video cameras, Geiger counters, electromagnetic field detectors, digital voice recorders, infrared thermometers, thermal scanners, and much more, the hunters’ scope is for elusive proof of supernatural activity. Meet these devoted people in this fascinating volume. 166 pages. UPNE. Schiffer. Pp. 19.95.

**2817438** MACABRE MONTREAL: Ghosts, Haunts, and Events. By Brian Innes. Details the accounts of worldwide ghost phenomena, including haunted houses, phantom islands, haunted tips, and more. Written by the most committed paranormal investigators, this is a fascinating volume. Illus. 144 pages. Schiffer. Pp. 19.95.
GHOST STORIES AND LEGENDS OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, SECOND EDITION. By Julie V. Watson. The ideal setting for the study of ghost stories and incantations. Prince Edward Island is swathed in mist and surrounded by the secretive sea. Here is a collection of twenty stories about the hauntings of Islanders from one generation to the next. Photos. 188 pages. Dundurn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $13.50

174 pages. Riverbend. Paperbound. $12.95

174 page $10.95

59750X I THINK MY HOUSE IS HAUNTED! By Joanne Emmont. If you think your house may be haunted, then this is the guide for you. Learn how to tell if your house is occupied by spirits, what ghosts are and why they may be interested in your home. The ghost hunters and paranormal investigation team and what to do if your house really is haunted. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

5979319 KENTUCKY HAUNTS. By Daniel Meyer. The Bluegrass State has a macabre assortment of haunted restaurants, parks, roads and highways, cemeteries, and historic locales that are haunted by ghosts that linger and grow. Examine more than 40 locations, providing visitor information–including places to go, things to do, and tasty morsels to eat! Illus. 143 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. $14.95

2016830 STRANGE FREQUENCIES: The Extraordinary Story of the Supernatural. By Peter Bebengal. Takes us on a fascinating and historical journey to discover how people have used technology in an effort to search for our own immortality. Bebengal follows the footsteps of inventors, engineers, and seers who attempted to answer life’s ultimate mysteries, and builds his own ghostly gadgets to reach the other side. Photos. 220 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95

2961237 BRIDGES OVER 300 of America’s Haunted Crossings. By Richard Newman. Tell the kinds of tales that are told in hushed tones around hearths and campfires as we ponder the unknown realm into the late night. The stories are at once mesmerizing, unique. If you can endure the fear and you don’t look away, you will experience the dread and mystery of the unexplained! 274 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $5.95

2961172 GHOSTS OF COUNTRY MUSIC: Tales of Haunted Honky Tonks & Legendary Specters. By Matthew L. Saywine. Experience true stories of larger-than-life stars and rock and roll legends. This collection of stories explores the darker side of life in the Seam-Angle-Maple (and unnatural) world, the original accounts in this fascinating collection come from the Midwestern rail yards, the oil fields of North Dakota, the old mining towns of Colorado, and beyond. 189 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $7.95

2961008 CHRONICLES OF THE UNEXPLAINED: True Stories of Haunted Houses, Bigfoot & Other Paranormal Encounters. By Gary Gillespie. Told with a keen eye for historical detail and a keen sensitivity to the paranormal (and unnatural) world, the original accounts in this fascinating collection come from the Midwestern rail yards, the oil fields of North Dakota, the old mining towns of Colorado, and beyond. 189 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $7.95

2960885 AMERICA’S MOST HAUNTED HOTELS: Checking In with Uninvited Guests. By D. Robert Whittmer. Journey into the mysterious world of haunted hotels, where uninhibited ghosts roam the halls, supernatural sounds ring throughout the rooms, and chills run along the spines of those who dare to check in. Includes the history and hauntings of well-known establishments, and everything else you need to plan your own visit to these iconic hotels. Photos. 240 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $7.95

698161X WYOMING GHOST STORIES: Eerie True Tales. By Debra D. Munro. Here are the ghosts of Wyoming, the strange but true tales of uninviting sights and sounds that have never been explained. Footsteps when no one is there. Things that move that shouldn’t move. These stories span the state's past and present. 205 pages. Riverbend. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

6981127 MONTANA GHOST STORIES: eerie True Tales. By Debra D. Munro. Here are the ghosts of Montana, the strange but true tales of uninviting sights and sounds that have never been explained. These stories span the state where ghosts ramble and roam, all carefully researched and authenticated by interviews with people who have witnessed the unknown. 174 pages. Riverbend. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95


2843030 EMPIRE STATE GHOSTS: New York Legends and Lore. By E. Ashley. Greene. Presents stories of ghosts and hauntings from the pre-Revolutionary period to contemporary times, and provides addresses so you can visit sites, dine with ghosts, or stay at haunted ins. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $6.95

6969321 HAUNTED LONDON: English Ghosts, Legends & Lore. By Debra D. Munro. Foggy London is one of the most haunted cities in the world, with blood, death, intrigue, and many ghosts tainting its colorful history. This collection weaves 20 spine-tingling tales as it tours castles, churches and other homes of London's ghosts. Photos. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $7.95

2843595 SCOTTISH GHOSTS: Legends and Lore. By E. Ashley. Greene. Learn all of the haunted castles and inns of Scotland. Divorce of one of the most haunted countries in the world. With shocking and unaccountable accounts from the tip of Maine all the way to the New Jersey shore, this tale explores our fascination with death and the unknown. 277 pages. Quarry. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. PRICE CUT to $13.95

69862584 HAUNTED RESTAURANTS, TAVERNS, AND INNS OF TEXAS, SECOND EDITION. By Robert J. & Anne Powell Crandall with K. Bearss. It took many years and hundreds of hours to research this fascinating collection of stories explores the darker side of New England and the Mid-Atlantic. With shocking and unaccountable accounts from the tip of Maine all the way to the New Jersey shore, this tale explores our fascination with death and the unknown. 277 pages. Quarry. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

6982124 SAN DIEGO’S MOST HAUNTED: The Historical Legacy and Paranormal Marvels of America’s Finest City. By niglo Shand. Divorce of one of the most haunted cities of San Diego through a haunted tour. Learn about the types of ghosts, spirits, and hauntings at more than 25 locations and the theories behind their existence. A highly informative and fascinating read that is sure to delight, educate, and entertain. Illus. 188 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $11.95

2790769 TRAIL OF TERROR: The Black Monk of Pontecliff, Cripple Creek Jail, Firehouse Phantom, and Other True Hauntings of the East & West. By E. Ashley. Greene. “The most chilling ghost stories from one of the most hallowed countrys, the West. With shocking and unaccountable accounts from the tip of Maine all the way to the New Jersey shore, this tale explores our fascination with death and the unknown. 277 pages. Quarry. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. PRICE CUT to $13.95


6968226 TOUCHING HEAVEN: A Psychic’s Encounters with Death and Living Proof of an Afterlife. By Chauncey Crandall with K. Bearss. It took many years and piles of overwhelming evidence to convince Yale University physician and the best of heaven.” Here he relates stories of his encounters with the divine as a father, a doctor, and a believer. 210 pages. FaithWords. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

685558X THE EVIDENCE FOR THE SIXTH SENSE. By Hazel Courteney. Whether you are interested in life after death, gurus, miracles, or psychic communication, this groundbreaking book gives a solid foundation for the sixth sense that has never been shared before. 272 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95

2896222 EGYPTIAN MAGIC. By E.A. Wallis Budge. First published in 1899, this is the classic work of one of the most prolific Victorian Egyptologists, and is essential reading for anybody interested in ancient cultures and their approaches to magic. Illus. 234 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95
Books. Pub. at $9.95

**2850383** THE TRAVELER'S GUIDE TO THE ASTRAL PLANE. By Steve Richards. People have long believed that there is a world of reality and experience beyond the physical plane to which they are tied, freed from prison of flesh, has access. Richards presents a panoramic view of astral reality, including suspended animation, near-death experiences, astral travel, and techniques for attaining astral meditation.


**6859333** THE SECRETS OF ALGARICA: A Lost Classic. By Magus Incomognito. The Rosicrucians are truly secret society whose philosophy comes to light in interpretative point of view. This volume reinterprets a new generation to their ideals, and their connections to occult concepts like alchemy, reincarnation, and astralplane.

223 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**6800521** HAND ON THE MIRROR: A True Story of Life Beyond Death. By Janis Heaphy Durham. When her husband Max died of esophageal cancer in 2004, she never expected to see him again, but he changed her forever: a handprint spontaneously appeared on her bathroom mirror on the first anniversary of his death. So began a remarkable true story of spiritual transformation that provides rare details of Heaven, Hell, the afterlife, and angels. In sharing the lessons and eternal truths from the Divine that changed Dr. Parril forever, he offers readers the opportunity to attain peace and live a better life here on earth.

222 pages. Atia. Pub. at $23.99

**6859318** SUN SIGNS Plain & Simple: An Introduction to Horoscop. By Thomas Prower, the history, the insights of initiates Rene Daumal to reveal how words can regain access to these secrets, and presents an 

* 198 pages. The Lost Library.

**6843765** WEREWOLVES: Myth, Mystery, and Magick. By Katie Boyd. Enter the world of the werewolf where superstition abounds and shape-shifting is possible, where a friend turns into a werewolf or other being. Learn the differences between therianthropy and lycanthropy, and much more. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**6983499** DYING TO WAKE UP: A Doctor's Voyages Through the Wisdom He Brought Back. By Rajiv Parti with P. Perry. A remarkable true story of spiritual transformation that provides rare details of Heaven, Hell, the afterlife, and angels. In sharing the lessons and eternal truths from the Divine that changed Dr. Parti forever, he offers readers the opportunity to attain peace and live a better life here on earth.

222 pages. Atia. Pub. at $23.99

**6859318** SUN SIGNS Plain & Simple: An Introduction to Horoscop. By Thomas Prower, the history, the insights of initiates Rene Daumal to reveal how words can regain access to these secrets, and presents an 

* 198 pages. The Lost Library.

**6843765** WEREWOLVES: Myth, Mystery, and Magick. By Katie Boyd. Enter the world of the werewolf where superstition abounds and shape-shifting is possible, where a friend turns into a werewolf or other being. Learn the differences between therianthropy and lycanthropy, and much more. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**6983499** DYING TO WAKE UP: A Doctor's Voyages Through the Wisdom He Brought Back. By Rajiv Parti with P. Perry. A remarkable true story of spiritual transformation that provides rare details of Heaven, Hell, the afterlife, and angels. In sharing the lessons and eternal truths from the Divine that changed Dr. Parti forever, he offers readers the opportunity to attain peace and live a better life here on earth.

222 pages. Atia. Pub. at $23.99

**6859318** SUN SIGNS Plain & Simple: An Introduction to Horoscop. By Thomas Prower, the history, the insights of initiates Rene Daumal to reveal how words can regain access to these secrets, and presents an 

* 198 pages. The Lost Library.

**6843765** WEREWOLVES: Myth, Mystery, and Magick. By Katie Boyd. Enter the world of the werewolf where superstition abounds and shape-shifting is possible, where a friend turns into a werewolf or other being. Learn the differences between therianthropy and lycanthropy, and much more. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**6983499** DYING TO WAKE UP: A Doctor's Voyages Through the Wisdom He Brought Back. By Rajiv Parti with P. Perry. A remarkable true story of spiritual transformation that provides rare details of Heaven, Hell, the afterlife, and angels. In sharing the lessons and eternal truths from the Divine that changed Dr. Parti forever, he offers readers the opportunity to attain peace and live a better life here on earth.

222 pages. Atia. Pub. at $23.99

**6859318** SUN SIGNS Plain & Simple: An Introduction to Horoscop. By Thomas Prower, the history, the insights of initiates Rene Daumal to reveal how words can regain access to these secrets, and presents an 

* 198 pages. The Lost Library.

**2005665 UNCOVERING THE SECRETS OF BIBLE PROPHETY. 10 Keys for Unlocking What God Really Says.** By Jeff Kinley. An easy to read and extremely helpful guide to understanding the nature and purpose of the prophetic passages in Scripture. With so much hype about the signs of the times, it’s more important than ever to know what God really says is going to happen. 189 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**2799124 JESUS IS RISEN: Paul and the Early Church.** By David Limbaugh. Replete with deep insights into the actions, arguments, and challenges of the world’s first Christian communities, this is a faith affirming reference for Christians at all stages of their faith walk. Limbaugh’s passion for the Bible is unmistakable and infectious throughout these pages. 418 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

---

**6879752 HEBREW FOR THE REST OF US: Using Hebrew Without Mastering Biblical Hebrew.** By Lee M. Fields. Developed as a companion to William Mounce’s Greek for the Rest of Us, this revolutionary crash course will acquaint you with the essentials of the language and deepen your understanding of God’s Word. You’ll gain a sound knowledge of basic Hebrew, as well as many useful tools for further studies. 281 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $32.99 $24.95

**2903350 9 COMMON LIES CHRISTIANS BELIEVE: And Why God’s Truth Is Infinitely Better.** By Shane Pruitt. Packed with clear explanations of some of the most frequently heard lies about God and His word. Scripture-based essays that come from respected Christian apologists and Bible scholars, including Norman L. Geisler, Ron Rhodes, Randall Price, Ed Hindson, and more. Defending your faith is a lifelong quest, and this volume is the perfect guide to help you skillfully answer the topics people ask about. 521 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

---

**5844790 THE NEW TESTAMENT IN ANTIQUITY.** Ed. by Joseph M. Holden. A collection of well-reasoned, Scripture-based essays that come from respected Christian apologists and Bible scholars, including Norman L. Geisler, Ron Rhodes, Randall Price, Ed Hindson, and more. Defending your faith is a lifelong quest, and this volume is the perfect guide to help you skillfully answer the topics people ask about. 521 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

---

**6896161 JEREMIAH 37-52: The Anchor Yale Bible.** By Ron Rhodes. Imagine how your understanding of the Bible could grow if you knew how every event and part of history played a role in the story of God’s larger plan? This is the second in a four-volume series that will guide you through every book of the Bible. Rhodes offers a comprehensive view of God’s unfolding plan as it played out in the lives of Jeremiah through Zephaniah. Rhodes’ extensive research, engaging writing style, and years of experience as a Bible teacher, make this series a must-have resource. 432 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**2875810 THE HARVEST HANDBOOK OF APOLOGETICS.** By Timothy Keller. Keller takes readers on an overview to understanding Bible and the Bible’s relationship to history and culture. Providing an easy-to-use reference guide for exploring major aspects of apologetics, this handbook is a must-have resource for anyone interested in understanding and defending the Christian faith. 456 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

---

**695005X HOW THE BIBLE ACTUALLY WORKS.** By Peter Enns. A Bible scholar and popular podcast host shows why Christians should cherish and love their Bibles—just not in the ways they have been taught. Enns rewrites our initial expectations for an astounding achievement of the Bible—something we can trust and thoroughly understand. 228 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**2905515 THE FIRST LOVE STORY: Adam, Eve, and Us.** By Bruce Feiler. The author takes us on a reveratory journey across four continents to uncover the rich history of Adam and Eve. In this groundbreaking book, Feiler introduces the idea of love into the world, and how they continue to shape our deepest feelings about relationships, togetherness, and social cohesion. 306 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $20.00 $15.95

---

**2810182 30 DAYS TO UNDERSTANDING THE BIBLE: Unlock the Scriptures in 15 Minutes a Day.** By Max Anders. In just fifteen minutes a day, you’ll learn the Bible’s key people, events, and doctrines to get more out of God’s Word. This simple to use, straightforward guide includes the most requested topics from the original edition restored and updated for today’s readers. Illus. 385 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

---

**2801132 THE PROVINCIAL PROPHET: Timothy’s Story, the Story of God’s Servant.** By Timothy Keller. The story of Jonah is one of the most well-known parables in the Bible. In this study, Keller reveals the hidden depths within the book of Jonah and provides an alternative to the extraordinary conclusions of this biblical parable—and shares the powerful Christian message at the heart of Jonah’s story. 258 pages. Viking. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

---

**6967613 HIDDEN CHRISTMAS: The Surprising Truth Behind the Birth of Christ.** By Timothy Keller. Keller takes readers on an illuminating journey into the surprising background of the nativity. By understanding the message of hope and salvation within the Bible’s account of Jesus’ birth, readers will experience the redeeming power of God’s grace in a deeper, more meaningful way. 148 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $12.95

---

**2873068 THE END TIMES IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER: A Complete Overview to Understanding Bible Prophecy.** By Ron Rhodes. This chronological tour through all of the Bible’s most important prophecies provides a detailed reference guide to Bible prophecy. The commentary reveals why this can trust a literal interpretation of the Scriptures. 237 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

---

**2873066 THE LAST EAST: Forgotten Scriptures Revealed.** By J.R. Porter. Presents more than 100 text extracts in an illustrated anthology of the unofficial scriptures accompanied by an introduction and commentary on the concluding chapters of the Bible. This magisterial work of scholarship is sure to be essential to any biblical studies curriculum. 624 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/683
2840014 GOD’S ON THE PHONE: Stories of Grace in Action. By Regis J. Flaherty. The author follows those who will touch your life. A booklover’s decision to give away her library, an agnostic who is innocently challenged by a little boy, and two young women who share a common struggle. 152 pages. Servant. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

5846706 THE COMING ECONOMIC ARMAGEDDON: What Bible Prophecy Warns About the New Global Economy. By David Jeremiah. Examines the current financial events and how they might be pointing to the “end times.” A wealth of information and insight about the Bible. Meticulously researched and clearly presented, Dr. Jeremiah believes it is possible to interpret these events as steps toward the ultimate collapse of the global economy. 292 pages. FaithWords. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


2786761 PRACTICING CATHOLIC. By James Carroll. This searching volume creates a space for the millions of practicing, question-asking, and doubting Catholics who are looking for a way to reconcile the acts of Church leaders with the faith they still want to claim as their own. 358 pages. Mariner Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

6928145 HEAVEN HELP US: 300 Patron Saints to Call Upon for Every Occasion. By Carl Osborn. From life-threatening appendicitis, and sore throats, beekeepers, a patron saint who wants to help you. There are a huge number of these saints. 240 pages. Servant. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

5715563 COUNTERPART TO THE APOCALYPSE: Why ISIS and Ebola Are Not the End of the Word, but a Testimony to God’s Love. By Robert Jeffress. ISIS: Ebola: Religious persecution. Rampant immorality. Are these the harbingers of the end of the world? If so, can we predict when this will come? Jeffress offers a biblical look at these signs and what Jesus Christ himself meant when he talked about a future so horrendous that no human lives would be spared “unless those days were shortened.” 128 pages. FaithWords. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

2852721 DEVOTIONS FROM THE KITCHEN TABLE. By Stacy Edwards. This beautiful little volume invites you to slow down and appreciate the gifts that are right in front of you by exploring ninety devotions that will inspire you to sit in God’s presence, nourish your soul, and cherish the people who grace your kitchen table. Color photos. 224 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

2909251 THE MIND OF GOD: Neuroscience, Faith, and a Search for the Soul. By Jay Lombard. For Dr. Lombard, metaphysics and science are not mutually exclusive questions about life have “purpose?” are a jumping-off point for exploring the brain in search of the seat of the soul. In this study he contends it’s necessary to learn how to live as Christians and interpret what’s going on around us that can lead us to a deeper and more fulfilling faith. 197 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $25.00 $9.50

2884100 THE DIVINE CONSPIRACY: Rediscovering Our Deepest Desires in Christ. By Dallas Willard. This volume has revolutionized how we think about the true meaning of discipleship. The author, one of the most brilliant Christian thinkers of our time, uses the Sermon On the Mount as his foundation to explore life according to Christ. Willard shows how to live a daily basing resulting in a more dynamic and authentic faith. 428 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

2917742 FINDING SELAH. By Kristen Kill. The Psalms call it selah, the pause between the notes in a song. The author shows you how to tune your ears to the music of life as God is singing over you, embrace the “selah moments” found in your daily rhythms, and encounter the selah in Christ, who bridges the gap between heaven and your most hectic days. 174 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

5730508 FAITH VS. FACT: Why Science and Religion Are Incompatible. By Jerry A. Coyne. Using the clear-eyed, rational approach of a scientist, Coyne dismantles every major claim that religion makes about the world, and irrefutably demonstrates the grave harm that mistaking faith for fact can inflict on individuals and on our planet. 311 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.95 $7.95

282223X SIBERIAN SHAMANISM: The Shamans, Their Rites and Their Religions by Tzakzak et al. Offers an unprecedented view of the Buryats, one of the world’s oldest shamanic peoples, situated in the lands where Mongolia, Siberia and China meet. The author provides an exploration of the rituals of the shamans, in which a new shaman first contacts ancestral spirits and receives his power. 191 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.50

2866917 AT YOUR COMMAND. By Neiville Goddard. Originally published in 1911, this groundbreaking and mystic lays out his teachings on higher awareness and practical metaphysics with succinctness, splendor, and efficiency. This edition includes an essay by Mitch Horowitz on Neiville’s life and work. 119 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $4.95
RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY

**2852777 OPEN HEART, CLEAR MIND: An Introduction to the Buddha's Teachings. By Thubten Chodron. An introduction to the teachings of Buddha that is thorough, practical, and easy to follow, even to those with no previous knowledge of Buddhism. Chodron skillfully relates the Buddha's wisdom to the realities of our modern lives. 216 pages. Snow Lion. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95**

**687133 TO HEAVEN AND BACK. By Bob Dr Martin. In a kayak accident in southern Chile. Here she shares the remarkable story of what happened next—a miraculous spiritual journey from life to death. She even lives it back again, replete with details of heaven, communications with angels, and more. 222 pages. WaterBrook. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99**

**68735X LIVING WITHOUT GOD: New Directions for Atheists, Agnostics, Secularists, and the Unaffiliated. By Ronald Ammon. Explores the everyday experiences of 21st century secularists, especially in America, reflecting on some of the most perplexing questions of our day. Optimistic and striking, the author is less interested in attacking religion than in developing a positive philosophy for atheists and other secularists. 245 pages. Counterpoint. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95**

**2925273 SAMYE: A Pilgrimage to the Birthplace of Tibetan Buddhism. By Mikel Dunham. In 1997, Dunham decided to visit Samye was where Buddhism first flourished in Tibet under the guidance of the great Indian Tantric master Padmasambhava, and is still a popular pilgrimage amongst Tibetan Buddhists. This volume examines both the history of Samye and the area today. Fully in color. 246 pages. Jodder Group. 11.1/4x9.1/4. Pub. at $9.95**

**2911337 SAINTS FOR HEALING: Stories of Courage and Hope. By Janicke McGrane. Have you ever been in pain? Suffered from an emotional or physical hardship? In this inspiring resource, McGrane shares the stories of those who have followed in Christ's path, and who, through their example, afford us all the courage and hope necessary to endure life's most painful trials. 141 pages. St. Anthony Messenger. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99**

**2911291 SAFELY THROUGH THE STORM. By Debra Herbeck. If you are facing hard times, these 120 reflections from saints and writers who suffered, who tempted to despair, who were tested in every way and never gave up, will help you gain the insight you need to live confidently in the Lord—no matter what your circumstances are. 81 pages. Servant. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99**

**5951258 BETRAYAL: The Crisis in the Catholic Church. By Matt Carroll et al. Reveals devastating revelations that triggered a crisis amongst Tibetan Buddhists. This volume examines both the history of Tibet reveals in this brief but profound volume, that we all the seeds of the current crisis. 112 pages. Moret Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95**

**6847811 A VIEW FROM THE BUGGY: True and Inspiring Stories of the Amish Life. By J.S. Eicher & N. Miller. In this delightful compilation of reminiscences by more than 30 Amish men and women, you'll get the inside story on the daily life of Amish men and women. These stories will move and inspire, lead you to a deeper and occasional dose of Amish wisdom to your heart. 234 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99**

**2808137 THE VARIETIES OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE. By William James. A celebration of the second edition of The Varieties of Religious Experience: A Study in Human Nature; originally published in 1902. Studied with concrete examples, it documents and analyzes the various religious experiences of consciousness and covers such topics as the meaning of the term “divine,” the reality of the unseen, the religion of healthy-mindedness, and more. 594 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $11.00**

**6707487 THE NINETY-FIVE THeses AND OTHER WRITINGS. By Martin Luther. Martin Luther’s most evocative and provocative writings, offering close attention to the breadth of his literary output. Provides an excellent look into the thoughts, character, and spiritual condition of the man, and his faith. 235 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00**

**2917734 FAITH AMONG THE FAITHLESS. By Robert L. Wise. Collection selection from Martin Luther’s most important history of miracles, from ancient times to the present. 287 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99**

**2912092 THE ST PATRICK’S TREASURY. By John Kilven. Explores the life and writings of St. Patrick, one of the best known saints in the world. Richly illustrated throughout and presenting a vivid and often surprising portrait, this is a unique celebration of Ireland’s patron saint. 254 pages. MarketSt Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95**

**3950352 UNBELIEVABLE: Why Neither Ancient Creeds Nor the Reformation Can Produce a Living Faith Today. By John Shelby Spong. Five hundred years after the Reformation, Christianity is once again in crisis, clinging to outdated concepts and dogmas. Many judge the faith “unbelievable.” The author outlines twelve theses to help us discover a Christianity that can serve as a powerful and contemporary faith—twelve theses that ring true, deep, and practical. 320 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99**

**5889597 A MESSAGE OF HOPE FROM THE ANGELS. By Loma Byrne. The author, who sees angels with as much clarity as the rest of us see people, reveals how you can call on these wondrous beings to carry you through the challenges we all inevitably face: loneliness, depression, stress, financial strain, heartbreak, the loss of a loved one, and more. 183 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00**

**6956478 KARMA: A Guide to Cause and Effect. By Jeffrey Armstrong. Explore the concepts of karma, reincarnation, and the soul, and the ways in which cause and effect influence our lives. These laws of karma, excavated from the ancient wisdom of India, are so fundamental to our lives that many judge the faith “unbelievable.” The author outlines twelve theses to help us discover a Christianity that can serve as a powerful and contemporary faith—twelve theses that ring true, deep, and practical. 320 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99**

**2902591 CONFESSIONS OF A SECULAR JESUS FOLLOWER. By Tom Krattenmaker. Krattenmaker draws on sociological research, personal experience, and insights from 10 years of studying and writing on religion in American public life. He shows that in Jesus nonreligious people such as himself can find out how to build more peaceful lives, speak up for those oppressed by wrongs, and win friends from self-defeating behaviors and more. 245 pages. Convergent. Pub. at $25.00**


**2875063 PRAYING THROUGH THE NAMES OF GOD. By Tony Evans. More than mere devotional exercises. Each name of God is a different aspect of His character. In this collection, Dr. Evans provides tools to transform your prayer life as you get to know God in new ways. Beautifully bound in imitation leather with a ribbon bookmark. 191 pages. Harvest. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95**


**2875063 PRAYING THROUGH THE NAMES OF GOD. By Tony Evans. More than mere devotional exercises. Each name of God is a different aspect of His character. In this collection, Dr. Evans provides tools to transform your prayer life as you get to know God in new ways. Beautifully bound in imitation leather with a ribbon bookmark. 191 pages. Harvest. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95**


**2784079 THE SECRET LIFE: A Book of Wisdom from the Great Teacher. By Jeffrey Katz with A.Y. Wylie. This little volume illuminates the teachings of Maimonides, which are as relevant today as they were 800 years ago when the book was first written. This book shows how each of us can find our true and best self, not only by deriving happiness for ourselves, but also by spreading that bliss to everyone we touch. 146 pages. Moret Publishing. Pub. at $14.99**

**687289X THE APOCRYPHA: An American Translation. By Edgar J. Goodspeed. Includes the books that are found in the Greek version of the Jewish Bible—the Septuagint, the earliest complete version of the Bible we have—but that were not included in the final, canonical version. Offers an introduction to the Septuagint originally published in 1938, and this version includes an introduction by Moshe Hodas. 493 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95**

**6887570 DAISM: The Norton Anthology of World Religions. By James Robertelli. The Norton Anthology of World Religions, in scope, this volume is the most comprehensive gathering of primary texts available. Organized chronologically with thematic discussions, essays on the development of the Norton Anthology brings together over 150 texts from Daism’s origins in the Zhou Dynasty (1046-256 BC) to its vital, international present. Illus., some in color. 754 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00**
The text on the page appears to be a catalog of books, possibly from a bookstore or a catalog service. The entries include details about the books such as the author, title, publisher, page count, and price. Some entries are also marked as "SOLD OUT." The text is formatted in a way that suggests it is a list of books, possibly highlighting new releases or discounted items. The catalog entries are listed in a structured format, with columns for the title, author, publisher, page count, and price. The text is dense with information and seems to be aimed at providing detailed information to customers looking for specific titles or genres.
Of course, I'd be happy to help you with that! Just let me know what you need, and I'll do my best to assist you.
Maritime History

67167SX GUIDE TO THE CREW OF TITANIC: The Structure of Working Aboard the Legendary Liner. By Gunter Babler. Price $24.95

6923739 SCUDDER & MARINER: 1787-1797. By Charles Stannard. Price $19.95


2793435 GREAT AMERICAN SCHOONER YACHTS. By Rudolph Arp. In this in-depth look at schooner yachts, the author looks at plans, drawings, and current past images to discuss their construction and history. 248 pages. Boyds Mills. Price $34.95

684639X THE TITANIC: SEVENTEEN YEARS OF RESEARCH. By William L. P. Heelis. Price $37.95

6876336 OCEAN LINERS: An Illustrated History. By Peter Newall. 192 pages. Seafarth. 9½x10½. Price $34.95

6846845 CUNARD CRUISE SHIPS. By Ian Collard. 168 pages. Architectural. Price $34.95

2880694 TUDOR & STUART SEAFARERS: The Emergence of a Maritime Nation. By Brian Cooper. 272 pages. Adlard Coles. Price $49.95


6971000 TITANIC. By William L. P. Heelis. 9½x12½. Price $34.95


6879655 TALES FROM THE CAPTAIN'S LOG. By The National Archives. 304 pages. Airlife. Price $35.00

Aviation History

2383563 SEAPLANES: Maritime Culture, Continental Empires and the Conflict That Made the Modern World. By Andrew Lambert. Price $19.95

2785560 WHITE EMPRESSES AND OTHER CANADIAN PACIFIC LINES. By Sir Robert Bums. Price $19.95

2803445 LAST OF THE BLUE WATER LINERS: Passenger Ships Sailing the Seven Seas. By William H. Miller. Price $22.95

5894097 THE UNSEEN AQUITANIA: The Ship in Rare Photographs. By Ken Field. The third in Cunard Line’s “grand trio,” the RMS Aquitania was the last surviving four-funnelled ocean liner in the world, and was restored into service during both world wars and was one of the longest-serving passenger liners of the 20th century. Well illus., some in color. 180 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Price $32.95


5895979 SQUALLS IN THE ISLANDS: Stories of a Merchant Pilot. By John F. De Roos. Price $49.95


6879655 TALES FROM THE CAPTAIN'S LOG. By The National Archives. 304 pages. Airlife. Price $35.00

6879655 TALES FROM THE CAPTAIN'S LOG. By The National Archives. 304 pages. Airlife. Price $35.00
railroads

BRITAIN’S 100 BEST RAILWAY STATIONS. By Simon Jenkins. Blending his usual insight and authority with his passion for railway history, Jenkins deftly reveals the history, geography, design, and significance of each of the one hundred best railway stations he has selected from his travels in Great Britain. These are the marvelous and unusual places that link Great Britain together. Fully illus. in color. 326 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $42.95

PRICE CUT to $29.95


27.95

6881289 BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVES, REVISED SECOND EDITION. By John Kelly. Highlights in historical photographs and authoritative text the many different Baldwin locomotive types that the Pennsylvania Railroad experimented with throughout its long history. Includes various classes of steam and diesel locomotives. 126 pages. Enthusiast Books. 10½x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95

27.95

6741250 PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD LOCOMOTIVES, REVISED EDITION. By John Kelly. Highlights in historical photographs and authoritative text the many different Pennsylvania Railroad locomotive types that the Pennsylvania Railroad experimented with throughout its long history. Includes various classes of steam and diesel locomotives. 126 pages. Enthusiast Books. 10½x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95

27.95

6808677 AMTRAK ACROSS AMERICA, 2ND EDITION: An Illustrated History. By John A. Fostik. Take a journey through the 46 years of Amtrak with detailed coverage of over 25 regional lines and their development history and career in the Amtrak nation. This second edition contains updated coverage of the various Amtrak intercity trains as well as an Amtrak photo gallery. Postcards and comprehensive collection. 144 pages. Enthusiast Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

26.95


26.95

6791869 AMTRAK ACROSS AMERICA, 2ND EDITION: An Illustrated History. By John A. Fostik. Take a journey through the 46 years of Amtrak with detailed coverage of over 25 regional lines and their development history and career in the Amtrak nation. This second edition contains updated coverage of the various Amtrak intercity trains as well as an Amtrak photo gallery. Postcards and comprehensive collection. 144 pages. Enthusiast Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

26.95

6943179 AN ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LOCOMOTIVES: A Gulch of Steam Age Engines from 1830 to 2000. By Colin Garratt. Since the birth of the railroads in the early Industrial Age, people across the world have been fascinated by the locomotive. From the early days of steam power to today’s awe inspiring high speed passenger trains, this fabulous volume, full of insightful information, spans nearly two centuries of history. Fully color 256 pages. Lorenz. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

17.95

2817586 ORIENT EXPRESS: The Story of a Legend. Text by G. Picon, photos by B. Cheilly. The first train to connect Europe and the gateway to the East, and the incarnation of all the desires and fantasies associated with it, the Orient Express was an immediate success. This lavishly illustrated volume features previously unpublished archives, and opens the doors to the restoration workshops where the historic carriages are being brought back to life. 260 pages. ACC Art Books. 9x½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $55.00

39.95

6993910 ARMoured TRAINS: An Illustrated History. By David A. Liston. A reference to every country by the huge range of fighting equipment that roamed the rails over nearly two centuries. While it outlines the place of armored trains in the evolution of warfare, it also concentrates on details of their design and construction. Fully color 250 photos and meticulous drawings in the international HO railway modeling scale. 528 pages. Naval Institute. 10x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00

59.95

673958X THE CALIFORNIA ZEPHYR. By John Kelly. Chronicles the earlier years of this premier passenger train from the days when the Union Pacific was the only rail line west coast to west coast as well as the period of archival materials, that will appeal to rail fans of all ages. Well illus., many in color. 126 pages. Enthusiast Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95

5.95

6744399 AMTRAK HISTORY, 2ND EDITION. By Matthew B. DeBord. A seasoned journalist tells the story of America's first generation auto-racing family. Beginning with Ralph Earnhardt in the 1950s, who became one of the best dirt-track drivers in the South, the race continues with his son Dale Earnhardt, who went on to become one of the most popular drivers in NASCAR history. The Choice. 160 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95

22.95

6739597 CALIFORNIA ZEPHYR. By John Kelly. Chronicles the earlier years of this premier passenger train from the days when the Union Pacific was the only rail line west coast to west coast as well as the period of archival materials, that will appeal to rail fans of all ages. Well illus., many in color. 126 pages. Enthusiast Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95

5.95


4.95

2843780 THE INDIANAPOLIS 500: Inside the Greatest Spectacle in Racing. By John de Pasquale. Known as the ‘Greatest Spectacle in Racing,’ the Indy 500 began in 1911. Labeled as the first speedway, this two and a half mile oval is now home to many of today’s top races. The author shares what makes the great spectacle so special. He reveals the speedway’s history, fast flying action, notorious moments, and its secrets and curious facts. Well illus. 203 pages. Red Lightning. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

11.95

6832133 MEMORABLE RAILROADS OF JAPAN, HISTORIC LINES 1950-1996. By Doug Mitchel. This beautifully photographed volume provides the reader with a survey of the Japanese railroad systems which have become an integral part of the American cycling habit since the late 1950s. Features examples of first models, last models, and the most unusual Japanese machines to hit the American shores. 149 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½x1. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

13.95

6828870 MERCEDES-BENZ G 4 CROSS-COUNTRY TOURING CAR, VOLUME ONE: Hitler’s Chariot. By Blaine Taylor. Portrays the mechanical marvel, the vehicle that carried the Führer during World War II. The book depicts the G-4 in fascinating images and detailed text. 167 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½x1. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95

24.95

6828773 HARLEY-DAVIDSON LEGENDS. By Dieter Rehmman et al. Covers 35 of the most influential and important models of Harley-Davidson in chronological order using text and photos, from the very first V-Twin to the Night Rod. The profiles of each model include outstanding exclusive photographs and a technical description. 112 pages. Schiffer. 10½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

14.95


24.95

6993002 MEMORABLE RAILROADS OF JAPAN, HISTORIC LINES 1950-1996. By Doug Mitchel. This beautifully photographed volume provides the reader with a survey of the Japanese railroad systems which have become an integral part of the American cycling habit since the late 1950s. Features examples of first models, last models, and the most unusual Japanese machines to hit the American shores. 149 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½x1. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

13.95

6993002 MEMORABLE RAILROADS OF JAPAN, HISTORIC LINES 1950-1996. By Doug Mitchel. This beautifully photographed volume provides the reader with a survey of the Japanese railroad systems which have become an integral part of the American cycling habit since the late 1950s. Features examples of first models, last models, and the most unusual Japanese machines to hit the American shores. 149 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½x1. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

13.95

6993002 MEMORABLE RAILROADS OF JAPAN, HISTORIC LINES 1950-1996. By Doug Mitchel. This beautifully photographed volume provides the reader with a survey of the Japanese railroad systems which have become an integral part of the American cycling habit since the late 1950s. Features examples of first models, last models, and the most unusual Japanese machines to hit the American shores. 149 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½x1. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

13.95
Automobiles

- **6716091** THE VW BEETLE STORY. By Giles Chapman. Allen WW, and wound up with the British, the Volks Wagen did help out the average man on the road in a car that was reliable and well built. Outlines a range of combinations to achieve realistic horse power figures, assist the reader in getting positive results from their own engine, plus dispel a few myths and rumors along the way. Well illus., mostly in color. 136 pages. Graffiti. 8½x11. Paperback. $30.00

- **6868129** IT'S A GAS! The Allure of the Gas Station. Text by Sascha Freislebe. Chronicles from the first forays into topping up, to today's premier gas stations, with pistops along the way, the golden age of gas stations across Europe and the States as well as a look at the future. A snapshot to these of wonder as they were abandoned in more contemporary times. Fully illus., most in color. 239 pages. 8½x11. Paperback at $60.00

- **6935545** TOUGHER: Manufacturing Style. Ed. by Lucio Greggio. Among the great names of 20th century Italian coachbuilding, a place of pride or retreat through 1 through 6 condition grading scale. 880 pages. Krause. Paperback. $22.99

- **6834032** SALEEN--A legend in its own time. Saleen is regarded as one of the great automotive engineers of the last three decades. Here are Saleen's greatest projects, including the Saleen S7. Well illus., mostly in color. 196 pages. 8½x10¾. Paperback. $28.95

- **2793072** AUSTIN-HEALEY 3000: The Story of Donald Healey. Simon Ham. Originally built by the legendary BMC Competitions Department in Abingdon and registered U13 148, this stunning volume chronicles the fascinating and enduring racing career of one of motor racing’s true survivors–the DB 300. 500 illus. 96 pages. Porter Press International. 10x8. Paperback at $30.00

- **6889778** THE ONE PERCENTER ENCYCLOPEDIA: The World of Outlaw Motorcycle Clubs from Abyss Ghosts to Zombies Elite. By Bill Hayes. Takes you deep inside the secretive, sometimes dangerous, yet always exciting world of outlaw motorcycle clubs. Learn about when and where these clubs were founded and about the colorful people who started them. The author brings the world of the one percenter to life. Illus., mostly in color. 256 pages. Motorbooks. 8½x11. Paperback at $24.99

- **6820122** CHRYSLER, CADILLAC, and LIGHT CARS: A Forgotten History 1894-1907. By Aldo Carrer. Illustrates with rare, vintage photographs the birth of three and four wheeled motor, steam, and electric powered vehicles. Features racing and touring vehicles in the United States, France, Germany, Austria, and Italy, it reveals a historical period full of genius ideas, brave pioneers and their dreams. 140 pages. 8½x11. Paperback at $59.99

- **6886132** FLATHEAD FEVER 2: How to Hot Rod the Famous Ford Flathead V8. By Mike Davidson. Shows how to rebuild the Flathead Ford engine and improve its performance for street, strip or racing applications. Outlines the mechanical improvements and combinations to achieve realistic horsepower figures, assist the reader in getting positive results from their own engine, plus dispel a few myths and rumors along the way. Well illus., mostly in color. 136 pages. Graffiti. 8½x11. Paperback. $30.00

Tractors


- **6627693** 2018 COLLECTOR CAR PRICE GUIDE. By From the eds. of Old Cars & Old Cars Price Guide. 863 pages. Paperback at $22.99

Mythology & History

- **2892081** ODIN–THE VIKING ALLFATHER: Myths and Legends 14. By Stephen S. Long. Placing the stories of Odin within their historical and mythological context, this volume then follows the figure of Odin through the centuries, showing how different times and cultures reinterpreted him and explaining why he is still such a popular figure today. Well illus., mostly in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback at $17.95

- **6631915** AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF TRACTORS & FARM MACHINERY. By John Carroll. A detailed portrait of farm vehicle evolution. Gives an international overview of farm machinery with in-depth technical knowledge and photographic illustrations. This volume forms the basis for accessing and understanding the evolution of tractors to tractors and farm machinery. 256 pages. Lorenz. 8½x11¼. Paperback at $25.00

- **6865071** THE JOHN DEERE DECADE. By Randy Leftfellow. From the first pull behind tractors and the implementation of diesel fuel, through the arrival of tractors, belts and tractors, to the second decade of the twenty-first century, Leftfellow lays out every notable model for delivery all over the world. 80 minutes. TM Books & Video. $7.95

- **289335X** THE JOHN DEERE CULTURE. By Graeme Davis. Written by the author of seven books about the company, this narrative captures the essence of the company's role in the evolution of farming in North America. 260 pages. 8½x11. Paperback. $19.95

- **2893356** JOHN DEERE CENTURY. By Robert N. Pripps. Packed with over 400 models of tractors from 1900 to 1970, this guide is a comprehensive source for any farm tractor fan or collector. Illus., in color. 208 pages. Voyageur. 8½x10¾. Paperback at $24.95

- **2888731** FARMALL CLASSIC FILMS: The Fifties. Screens a rare and exciting collection of early farm movie footage. The images range from a walking tractor, the first ever, to a 1960s-built John Deere Harvester Works in East Moline, Illinois for a rare and fascinating look at how the best-selling combines in the world are made. 80 minutes. TM Books & Video. $7.95

- **2893362** THE JOHN DEERE ALBUM: 150 Years of Innovation. By Karl Newell. In this celebratory publication, Newell looks in detail at the development of the wide range of models produced during a century of innovation, and features the pioneers, engineers, and farmers who made it all possible. Fully illus., mostly in color. 176 pages. Veblen. Paperback. $16.00

- **4793261** ALFA ROMEO: The Autobiography of the Celebrated 2211130. By Mick Walsh. Designed by Vittorio Jano, one of Italy's great engineers, the Alfa Romeo 2000 was the fastest and most desirable of the 8C family produced between 1932 and 1934. In this magnificent volume, passionate Alfa enthusiast Mick Walsh tells the 2211130's fascinating story in exhaustive detail and with a wonderful array of photographs, many of them published for the first time. 320 pages. Porter Press International. 9½x11. Paperback at $30.00


- **6797040** VAUXHALL: Britain's Oldest Car Maker. By Ian Coomb. Well illus., some in color. 268 pages. Foulis. **SOLD OUT**


- **2894151** THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON AND INDIAN WARS. By Alan Girder. Well illus., mostly in color. 180 pages. Crestline. 10x10¼. Paperback at $7.95

- **6858970** THE ULTIMATE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE MUSTANG. By Peter Henshaw. 146 pages. Chartwell. Hardcover. **SOLD OUT**

- **2894951** BAVARIAN MONARCHY: The History of the Hohenzollerns. By Giorgi Nada Editore. 9¾x11. Paperback at $75.00


- **6797040** VAUXHALL: Britain's Oldest Car Maker. By Ian Coomb. Well illus., some in color. 268 pages. Foulis. **SOLD OUT**

- **2855100** EDEN IN THE ALTAI: The Prehistoric Golden Age and the Missing Origins of Humanity. By Geoffrey Ash. Reveals how humanity’s first advanced culture originated in the Altai-Baikal region of southern Siberia. This account offers proof that advanced culture cultures existed well across the globe, and into the twenty-first century, Leftfellow lays out every notable model for delivery all over the world. 80 minutes. TM Books & Video. $7.95

- **2855159** THESEUS AND THE MINOTAUR: Myths and Legends 12. By Graeme Davis. Drawing upon classical sources to retell the great story of Theseus, Davis draws his narrative with a factual examination of the myth, its variations, and its enduring place in modern society and international illustration. This text is a concise exploration of one of the most enduring legends of Ancient Greece. 80 pages. Osprey. Hardcover. at $17.95

- **2855100** EDEN IN THE ALTAI: The Prehistoric Golden Age and the Missing Origins of Humanity. By Geoffrey Ash. Reveals how humanity’s first advanced culture originated in the Altai-Baikal region of southern Siberia. This account offers proof that advanced culture cultures existed well across the globe, and into the twenty-first century, Leftfellow lays out every notable model for delivery all over the world. 80 minutes. TM Books & Video. $7.95
**962920** THE MERMAID HANDBOOK: An Alluring Treasury of Lore, Lore, Art, Recipes, and Projects. By Carolyn Turgeon. Gorgeous art and photography, fascinating stories and essays, do it yourself projects, and delicious recipes provide hours of reading and looking. An engaging and helpful compendium of lore, myths, and facts about mermaids, and how their myths influenced medieval German writers, and in turn, were used in the modern world in very different ways by the likes of Richard Wagner and J.R.R. Tolkien. Well illus., some in color. 224 pages. Amherst. Pub. at $29.95

**9662238** MYTHS & LEGENDS OF INDIA, EGYPT, CHINA & JAPAN. By Rachel Storn. An accessible A to Z structure, this fully informative exploration of a mythology that still resonates today, this volume examines among other things, how Norse myths were spread throughout the British Isles, and how their motifs influenced medieval German writers, and in turn, were used in the modern world in very different ways by the likes of Richard Wagner and J.R.R. Tolkien. Well illus., some in color. 224 pages. Amherst. Pub. at $29.95


**9660498** A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE AMAZONS, By Lyn Webster Wilde. 16 pages of illus. 218 pages. Robinson Paperback.


**17280257** LONDON’S STRANGEST TALES, By Tom Quinn. 256 pages. Pavilion. Pub. at $14.95

**6833012** MAXIMINUS THRAX: From Common Soldier to Emperor of Rome. By Paul N. Pearson. Said to stand more than seven feet tall, Maximinus was surely one of Rome’s most extraordinary emperors. He rose from a common soldier to become Emperor, a title he never officially assumed. The first Roman emperor to live outside Italy, Maximinus quickly rose through the ranks to become Emperor, and his rule was marked by political instability and military conquests.

**6838092X** THE PICTS: A History, By Tim Clarkson. The Picts were an ancient nation who lived in northern Scotland during the Dark Ages. The author reveals their fate in the ninth century when they merged with the Gaelic-speaking Scots and their fate in the 17th century, their vibrant and their vibrant artistic culture, eventually disappearing. 16 pages of color photos. 244 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**2848292** THE INCAS: Lords of the Four Quarters. By C. Morris & A. von Hagen. People, politics and society, their diet, their religion, their interaction with other regions, their culture, and the landscape of the Andes. 176 pages. University of Texas. Orig. Pub. at $35.00

**4577487** GREAT BOOK OF ANCIENT EGYPT: In the Realm of the Pharaohs. By Zahi Hawass. A fascinating look at the history of ancient Egypt, its gods, its rulers, and its culture, from the earliest days of civilization to the fall of the last pharaoh. 302 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $35.00

**2807358** THE ANCIENT WORLD IN MINUTES. By Charles Philp. Utilizes concise and wide ranging, this resource is the quickest way to understand the great civilizations of the distant past. Here in 20 mini essays are the key ideas and inventions, myths and religions, leaders and conflicts, and art and architecture of the first 5000 years of recorded history. Well illus. 416 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $12.99

**2818566** THE FIRST CLASH: The Miraculous Greek Victory at Marathon and Its Impact on Western Civilization. By James Lacey. Takes a fresh look at Marathon and why the battle happened, how it was fought, and whether, in fact, it saved Western civilization. Full of new analysis that defy decades of conventional wisdom. 238 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

**5750742X** SPUR: A History of Ancient Rome. By Mary Beard. In a sweeping revisionist history, Beard challenges our comfortable historical perspectives of the Roman Empire by exploring how Romans thought of themselves: how they challenged the idea of imperial rule, how they responded to terrorism and revolution, and how they invented a new idea of citizenship and nation. In 497 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

**6933521** DEMOCRACY’S BEGINNING: The Athenian Story. By Thomas N. Mitchell. The first democracy, established in ancient Greece more than 2,500 years ago, has served as the model for democratic systems in the world today. In this radical new political order was born. Photos. 307 pages. Metropolitan. Orig. Pub. at $26.00

**6990630** THE ETRUSCANS–9TH-2ND CENTURIES BC: Elite, Empire, and Art, Ed. by Michael Seymour & M. Graham. Drawing upon literature, iconographic and the latest archaeological sources, this study traces the story of Etruscan fighters men down through the centuries, illustrating it with photos and meticulous archaeological drawings, and eight newly researched full color plates. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00

**2812398** BABYLON: Legend, History and the Ancient City. By Michael Seymour. Why has this ancient city been enthralling to so many, for so long? In exploring answers the author ranges through the literature, art and history, and art and mythology of the city. Here is a superlative interpretation of a conflict that indeed made the world safer for Aristotle, Plato, and our own modern democracy. 233 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

**6928333** GENGHIS KHAN AND THE QUEST FOR GOD. By Jack Weatherford. Tells the riveting story of how this orphaned and illiterate outcast forged his empire and considers the impact of his essential decisions on the history of the world from the thirteenth century, when Islam was at its apogee as a world power, to the eighteenth, when Thomas Jefferson introduced the concept of religious freedom into American law. 468 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**2903811** THE DAWNING MOON OF THE MIND: Unlocking the Pyramid Texts, By S. Grainger. Brind. A sweeping, 150-page interpretation, Morrow’s translation reveals one of ancient Egypt’s works of art and presents these hieroglyphs in their original luminous state. A monumental achievement that mines the origins of Western poetic thought. 289 pages. Farrar. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**2846411** SOLOMON’S TEMPLE: Myth and History. By W.J. Hamill & D.R. Geely. Draws on Holy texts and mystic writings, the works of art and archeology, this book sets out to show how stories to reveal the myths and traditions in the temple of Solomon and the sacred ground on which it stood have inspired mankind through the ages. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $40.00

**663186X** A SHORT HISTORY OF THE PHOENICIANS. By Mark Woolmer. Despite being credited with transmitting the first alphabet to the West, the Phoenicians have all but vanished from the historical narrative. Their ascent to power is still shrouded in mystery. This new study reveals the vibrancy and richness of the Phoenician culture, illuminating its impact on the history of the Mediterranean region.

**2805888** THE PICTS: A History, By Tim Clarkson. The Picts were an ancient nation who lived in northern Scotland during the Dark Ages. The author reveals their fate in the ninth century when they merged with the Gaelic-speaking Scots and their fate in the 17th century, their vibrant and their vibrant artistic culture, eventually disappearing. 16 pages of color photos. 244 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**2805758** THE ANCIENT WORLD IN MINUTES. By Charles Philp. Utilizes concise and wide ranging, this resource is the quickest way to understand the great civilizations of the distant past. Here in 20 mini essays are the key ideas and inventions, myths and religions, leaders and conflicts, and art and architecture of the first 5000 years of recorded history. Well illus. 416 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $12.99

**5750742X** SPUR: A History of Ancient Rome. By Mary Beard. In a sweeping revisionist history, Beard challenges our comfortable historical perspectives of the Roman Empire by exploring how Romans thought of themselves: how they challenged the idea of imperial rule, how they responded to terrorism and revolution, and how they invented a new idea of citizenship and nation. In 497 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

**6993505** ORIGINS OF THE SPHINX: Celestial Guardian of Pharaoh. Ed. by R.M. Schoch & R. Bvavial. Two Egyptology experts collaborate to demonstrate how the Sphinx is thousands of years older than the conventional Egyptological time-line and was carved by a long forgotten pre-Pharaonic civilization called the Memphite, a tribe that merged with the Predynastic to become the powerful Apis Cult.

**6990630** THE ETRUSCANS–9TH-2ND CENTURIES BC: Elite, Empire, and Art, Ed. by Michael Seymour & M. Graham. Drawing upon literature, iconographic and the latest archaeological sources, this study traces the story of Etruscan fighters men down through the centuries, illustrating it with photos and meticulous archaeological drawings, and eight newly researched full color plates. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00

**2812398** BABYLON: Legend, History and the Ancient City. By Michael Seymour. Why has this ancient city been enthralling to so many, for so long? In exploring answers the author ranges through the literature, art and history, and art and mythology of the city. Here is a superlative interpretation of a conflict that indeed made the world safer for Aristotle, Plato, and our own modern democracy. 233 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

**6990630** THE ETRUSCANS–9TH-2ND CENTURIES BC: Elite, Empire, and Art, Ed. by Michael Seymour & M. Graham. Drawing upon literature, iconographic and the latest archaeological sources, this study traces the story of Etruscan fighters men down through the centuries, illustrating it with photos and meticulous archaeological drawings, and eight newly researched full color plates. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00

**2812398** BABYLON: Legend, History and the Ancient City. By Michael Seymour. Why has this ancient city been enthralling to so many, for so long? In exploring answers the author ranges through the literature, art and history, and art and mythology of the city. Here is a superlative interpretation of a conflict that indeed made the world safer for Aristotle, Plato, and our own modern democracy. 233 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00
**British History**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 2830015 MRS KEPPEL:** Mistress to the King. By Tom Quinn. Drawing on a range of sources, including first-hand eyewitness accounts, Quinn paints an enthralling picture of the maternal power of one of the most interesting figures in eighteenth-century Britain. The book will be the standard work on this subject, with most, in color. 230 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

**6877788 THE PILLOW BOOK OF SEI SHONAGON:** An account of a tenth century courtier’s experiences in the palace of Empress Teisi. The title refers to a custom among courtiers of keeping a diary in a wooden pillow with a drawer. One of the earliest examples of diary literature whose passages chronicle the events and intrigues of court life. 16 pages of color photos. 128 pages. Tutle. Pub. at $13.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

**2844540 PARADISE ARIE, VOLUME 1: The Sri Lankan War, 1971-1987.** By A. Fontanellaz & T. Cooper. Relying on extensive original and primary sources, this book provides an in-depth and particularly detailed account of the longest war in modern Sri Lanka, from 1971 to 1987, which was the longest running war in the world in this period. 612 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**2923237 A BRITISH LION IN ZULULAND: Sir Garnet Wolseley in South Africa.** By William Wright. Presents the true account of Field Marshal Garnet Wolseley, a hero who did not get his due recognition. He is one of the most interesting figures in the history of British military history. The book will be the standard work on this subject, with most, in color. 230 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

**2890865 THE LOWLAND CLEARANCES: Scotland’s Silent Wars, 1760-1830.** By P. Malthouse. Involves the story of the Lowland Clearances, one of the most important events in Scottish history. The book will be the standard work on this subject, with most, in color. 230 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

**2921073 BLOOD AND ROSES: One Family’s Struggle and Triumph During the Turbulent Days of the Tudor Castor. This is the gripping, intimate story of one determined family conducting everyday business against the backdrop of a savage civil war. The book will be the standard work on this subject, with most, in color. 230 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

**2877773 1666: Plague, War, and Rebellion. By Richard Barber. Ruler of a vast empire and one of the most dynamic, charismatic figures of his time, Charles II was a man who brought down by his catastrophic relationship with his archbishop Thomas Becket, his rebellious sons Richard and George, and his wife Mary of Modena. The book will be the standard work on this subject, with most, in color. 230 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

**2896274 THE MARCHES: A Borderland Journey Between England and Scotland.** By Rory Stewart, a member of Parliament takes us along on an exploration of the Marches—the borderland between England and Scotland—and the political turmoil and vivids lives that created it. Joining his 89-year-old father, Stewart embarks on a 400-mile walk along the border to discover and engage with the complex and dangerous history of this tumultuous every step of the way. 354 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00 $19.50

**2870714 HENRY II: A Prince Among Princes.** By Richard Barber. Ruler of a vast empire and one of the most dynamic, charismatic figures of his time, Charles II was a man who brought down by his catastrophic relationship with his archbishop Thomas Becket, his rebellious sons Richard and George, and his wife Mary of Modena. The book will be the standard work on this subject, with most, in color. 230 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

**2870355 CROMWELL: England’s Protector.** By David Horspool. Although he styled himself ‘His Highness’, Oliver Cromwell was not a king. But he was an ardent supporter of Crown in his efforts to control him. Following the years of Cromwell’s unlikely rise to power, shaped by a decade long civil war, this is an illuminating portrait of England’s Lord Protector and his legacy. 132 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $12.95 $9.50

**2896060 SCANDALOUS LIASIONS: Charles II and His Court.** By R.E. Pritchard. Tells the story of the most hedonistic, loose-living court in English history, from Charles’s II youthful days and the extravagances of his courtiers to his intimate relationship with the hot-tempered, sexually and financially voracious Barbara Villiers. Color illus. 268 pages. Amity. Pub. at $19.95

**6663605 THE OPIUM WAR.** By Brian Inglis. In this scholarly work, Inglis reveals how the British economy became so dependent on opium exports to China, and how this situation arose in the first place. 350 pages. Endeavour Ink. Paperbound.
**2879772 THE GUNPOWDER PLOT DECEIT** by Mary Beardsey. Delves into the history of the Gunpowder Plot, exploring the idea that the government was not only aware of what the plotters had in mind, but that they also offered a helping hand, thereby allowing the plot to play itself out in the first place. Illus. 195 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**2885752 THE STORY OF BRITAIN: A History of the Great Ages** By Roy Strong. A definitive one-volume history that looks at Britain's origins and explores how the nation's current identity, shaped by the nation's history, will evolve. Strong's scholarly work will inform and enlighten all readers who care about Britain's history, and discover some of the most shocking royal scandals, all from the court of George III. 16 pages of illus. 203 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**2850117 ENGLAND'S WITCHCRAFT TRIALS** by William Wharnham. From the feared covens of Pendle Forest to the victims of the unservanting fanaticism of "The Witch Finder General," so-called witches were suspected, accused, and dragged into the spotlight to find the final fate of those who discover in this haunting history. 16 pages of illus. 152 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**2850141 HENRY VI & MARGARET OF ANJOU: A Marriage of Unequals** by Amy Licence. Henry VI and Margaret of Anjou have become famous as the Lancastrian king and queen who were deposed by the Wars of the Roses, but there is so much more to their story. In this discerning duel biography, Licence offers a longer examination of their characters and contributions during a tumultuous and defining period in British history, 16 pages of color. 198 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

**2859706 HENRY VIII AND THE MEN WHO MADE HIM** by Tracy Stansky. This is the story of the men who surrounded and interacted with him as companions, confidants, servants and ministers, and occasionally as rivals. Many of them are already well known in these biographies. 16 pages of illus., some color. 498 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $30.00

**8687081 EMPIRE OF GUNS: The Violent Making of the Industrial Revolution at Sea** by Sarah Q. Shafik. We have long understood the industrial revolution as a triumphant story of innovation and technology. In this arduous new history, Shafik spends this conventional wisdom by placing the industrial revolution in the gun trade at the heart of the development of the industrial revolution and the state’s imperial expansion. Illus. 328 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95


**2499917 A HISTORY OF THE ROD** by William M. Cooper. An astounding tour de force that explores the history of the Church of England’s authorities, from the 16th century through the High Medieval period, the "present day" of the author's own era (1865) when birch-rod, strap and cane were still very much in use around the world. Illus. 195 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**6970273 THE OTHER PRINCESS DUCHESS: Margaret Douglas, Henry VIII's Niece** by Mary McGirr. Brings to life the story of Margaret Douglas, a shadowy and mysterious character in Tudor history. The beloved niece of Henry VIII was exiled to the Tower of London on three occasions–but ends up being appointed as the king's heir to the throne. A compelling and exciting story which is part of Tudor history. Illus. 223 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**2859730 THE SISTER QUEENS: Isabella & Catherine de Valois** by Mary McGirr. Isabella de Valois was married by proxy to the English king Richard II but Richard’s murder by his cousin, the future Henry IV, forced Isabella’s return to France. Isabella’s sister, Catherine de Valois, also fell in love and created a passionate liaison with Owain Tudor established the Tudor dynasty. Color photos. Press. Pub. at $35.00 $29.95

**2859163 THE SULTAN AND THE QUEEN: Mehmet II and Isabella of Castile** by Jerry Brotton. The riveting and largely unknown story of the traders and adventurers who first went East to seek their fortunes–revealing how Queen Isabella of Castile’s fruitful alignment with the Islamic world paved the way for England’s transformation into a global commercial empire. Color illus. 338 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**2851334 ENGLAND’S HISTORY: People, Places and Events That Built a Country** by Robin Gawn. From prehistoric England to the present day, including Brexit, this little volume covers all the main events in English history. A concise and excellent guide to English history and how England has come to be what it is today. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $7.95

**6881572 THE SERVANTS’ STORY: Managing a Great Country House** by Pamela Sambrook. From its strict social structure and its sometimes bizarre regulations, the world of Fonthill and the Leveson-Gower family, the Dukes of Sutherland, can seem alien to us today. But these stories of Fonthill’s servants are not just family histories, they reveal life in the early years of the transition into a modern nation. 16 pages of photos, some color. 288 pages. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $10.95

**6990444 CULLODEN 1746, THIRD EDITION: Battlefield Guide.** By Stuart Reid. In this decisive and bloody encounter in 1746 the Duke of Cumberland’s government army defeated the Jacobite Risings led by Prince Charlie Edward Stuart. Reid tells the story of the campaign and sets out in a graphic and easily readable style the movements and deployments of the opposing forces. 156 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $18.95

**2820706 GWYNNE’S KINGS AND QUEENS.** By N.M. Gwynne. Do you know your Kings and Queens of England by heart? Fear not, for within the pages of this little gem, Gwynne teaches you the remarkable depictions of British royalty from Saxon times through the High Medieval period, the "present day" of the author’s own era (1865) when birch-rod, strap and cane were still very much in use around the world. Illus. 457 pages. Ebury. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6948820 THE SULTAN AND THE QUEEN: The Untold Story of Elizabeth and Islam.** By Jerry Brotton. 16 pages of photos. 338 pages. Viking. Pub. at $30.00 $23.95

**2835800 THE DIGNITY OF CHARTISM.** By James Hamilton-Paterson. 206 pages. Verso. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

**6966716 EMPIRE OF THE CLOUDS: When Britain’s Aircraft Ruled the World.** By James Hamilton-Paterson. Press. Pub. at $30.00 $23.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/683
The terror of Stalin’s Russia in the 1930s discouraged Soviet officials from leaving documentary records, but the Soviet ambassador to London assiduously kept a diary of his experiences. A diary is the foundation from which we are offering a revised edition of the events surrounding the Second World War. Photos. 584 pages. Yale at $40.00 **$7.95**

**673974** SONS OF THE CONQUERORS: The Rise of the Turkic World. By Hugh Pym. A vivid portrait of the descendants of the nomadic armies who once conquered China and the Byzantine Empire. Documents the myriad connections that live on between Turks in the Xinjiang province of western China, through Central Asia, Iran, Iraq, the Netherlands, and Germany, all the way to the Appalachian Mountains in the U.S. of 16 pages of photos. 413 pages. Overlook. At $35.00 **$9.95**

**578675** VOLUPTUOUS PANIC: The Erotic World of William Betty. By Declan Mott. Good enjoyment. Documents the madcap world of the sexual metros during the interwar years. A voyeuristic overview based on guidebooks, programs, personal memoirs, pictorial magazines, and interviews with survivors of the era. Adult content. Adults only. Well illus. 306 pages. Feral House. 8½x11. Paperbound. At $34.95 **$26.95**

**280667** INTO THE PEATLANDS: A Journey Through the Moorland Year. By Robin A. Crawford. Exploring the peatlands of many lands and peoples as well as the intractable problems it reflects in the new title. No other volume provides such a clear understanding of the social dynamic of mass suppression. 354 pages. PublicAffairs. At $35.00 **$29.95**

**267823** TWENTIETH-CENTURY FRANCE: Politics and Society 1889–1991. By Denis Mackean et al. Originally published in 1985 as Dreyfus to de Gaulle, this lively and authoritative account has now been revised and extended, and its greater chronological range reflected in the new title. No other volume provides such a clear understanding of the political history of France through the end of the century, one who’s influence and inspiration still touch all aspects of French life. 278 pages. Verso. At $21.95 **$18.00**

**258059** CHRISTIAN V: The First King of Denmark. By Jens Gunni Busck. The first to accede to the throne as a hereditary king following the introduction of the hereditary and absolute monarchy by Frederick III, Christian V consolidated the absolutist state, ultimately unsuccessful attempt to reconquer Scania, Halland, and Blekinge-territories that had been lost during his father’s reign. Well illus. in color. 492 pages. Aenon. At $60.00 **$44.95**

**2900816** A SHORT HISTORY OF EUROPE: From Pencils to Putin. By Simon Jenkins. A sweeping history of Europe, a continent whose imperial ambitions, internal clashes, and external threats are as vital today as they were during the conquests of Alexander the Great. 32 pages of photos, most in color. 354 pages. PublicAffairs. At $35.00 **$26.95**

**2880539** CHRISTIAN V: The First King of Denmark. By Jens Gunni Busck. The first to accede to the throne as a hereditary king following the introduction of the hereditary and absolute monarchy by Frederick III, Christian V consolidated the absolutist state, ultimately unsuccessful attempt to reconquer Scania, Halland, and Blekinge-territories that had been lost during his father’s reign. Well illus. in color. 492 pages. Aenon. At $60.00 **$44.95**

**2866811** THE PERSECUTION OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPORAL: Scandal, Torture, Trial. By Alain Derrumere. Through first-hand testimony and written records of the interrogations of 231 French Templars, this narrative tells us about the actions of the Knights, some of whom testified at the trial, as well as the many others who denied the charges or retracted their confessions. This is the definitive account of history’s most infamous trial. 354 pages. Pegasus. At $27.95 **$21.95**

**2790778** A HISTORY OF FRANCE. By John Julius Norwich. Beginning with Julius Caesar’s conquest of Gaul in the mid first century BC and the rebellion of the great tribal leader of the Gauls, Vercingetorix, Norwich chronicles the glorious history and political fortunes of the French people through the end of World War II. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 382 pages. Atlantic Monthly. At $30.00 **$21.95**

**2906406** LOST DEVON. By Felicity Goodall. Missing manuscript, Lazarus towns and vanished villages in Devon. The author, who has spent much of her life in the counties of Devon and Cornwall, presents a fascinating narrative about the lost Devon. 112 pages. Illus. 231 pages. Birlinn. Paperbound. At $18.95 **$13.95**

**2906290** THE BORDERS: A History of the Borders from Earliest Times. By Alistair Moffat. In this testament to those who have made the Borders their home, Moffat tells the story of the hunter-gatherers who first penetrated the virgin interior; the Celtic warlords; the Romans, the Northumbrians; and the Picts, who dominated the Anglo-Saxon borders for over 300 years, and all had their part in the constantly evolving life of the area. Photos. 602 pages. Birlinn. Paperbound. At $21.95 **$16.95**

**2812784** THE ARMENIAN LEGIONNAIRES: Sacrifice and Betrayal in World War I. By Susan Paul Patte. Complete with eyewitness accounts, letters, telegrams, and photographs, this accessible volume provides an insight into relations between the Great Powers through the lens of a small, vulnerable people caught in a war that was not their own, and reveals what was afterward remembered as the Armenian Genocide. Well illus. 266 pages. I.B. Tauris. At $35.00 **$26.95**

**2812517** FRAGMENTS OF A LOST HOMELAND: Remembering Armenia. By Armin T. Marsobian. The Armenian world was shattered by the 1915 genocide. Marsobian uses a unique array of family sources to demonstrate how a generation of survivors covers a 50 year time span that encompasses three pivotal and often violent moments in Armenian and Ottoman history. Illus. 348 pages. I.B. Tauris. At $35.00 **$26.95**

**2906114** LOST DUNDEE: Dundee’s Architectural Heritage. By Charles McKeen. et al. The authors bring back to life a forgotten Scottish townsite of wonderful Georgian, Georgian and Victorian buildings that are all part of Dundee’s hidden history. Goodall brings to life forgotten stories that have shaped the country and puts the in its context of world events. Well illus. 231 pages. Birlinn. Paperbound. At $21.95 **$18.00**

**2906229** THE HAGSBURG EMPIRE: A New History. By Peter M. Judson. A detailed account of why the Habsburg Empire mattered so much for so long to millions of Central Europeans. The Empire’s creative solutions to governing its many lands and peoples as well as the intractable problems it encountered not only within the Empire, but also in its relations with the victorious Allies in Central Europe–its lessons remain no less important today. Illus. 567 pages. Belknap. **$29.95**

**2817296** THE Balfour Declaration: Empire, the Mandate and the Birth of Palestine. By Simon Jenkins. A sweeping history of the political history of France through the end of World War II. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 382 pages. Atlantic Monthly. At $30.00 **$21.95**

**2869337** ANATOMY OF A GENOCIDE: The Life and Death of a Town Called Buczacz. By Omer Bartov. For more than two decades the author searched for answers, trying to understand how and why the town was murdered and the Polish residents eradicated in the Eastern European town of Buczacz. The result is an account that changes our understanding of the social dynamics of mass murder. 398 pages. S&S. Paperbound. At $18.00 **$12.95**

**2782634** EASTERN EUROPE: Everything You Need to Know About the History (and More) of a Region That Shaped Our World and Ourselves. By Simon Jenkins. After two decades of research, the author has divulged the truth behind the tragic events that once dominated Eastern Europe. This informative and highly entertaining guide takes one giant leap toward finally deconstructing Europe’s elusive, vast yet vital “other half,” a region even the most knowledgeable people often label with “Here be monsters.” Photos. 595 pages. New Europe Books. Paperbound. At $24.95 **$17.95**

**2090526** NAPOLEON’S CHICKEN MARENGO: Creating the Myth of the Emperor’s Favourite Dish. By Andrew Ullindelli. This remarkable work tells the story of Chicken Marengo, and cuts through the tangle of myths that has sprung up around it. Starting on the evening of Napoleon’s victory at Marengo, the dish rapidly conquered Paris and became a renowned symbol of French haute cuisine. In this volume the author sets the dish in its context, and reveals the truth. 276 pages. Frontline. At $39.95 **$35.00**

**2792716** AMALIEBORG AND FREDERIKSTADEN: The Palace and the Royal Quarter. By Jens Gunni Busck. With beautiful pictures and engaging text, this captivating text details the history and development of Amalienborg and Frederikstaden, and the royal residences of the palace over the centuries. 59 pages. Historika. At $15.00 **$11.95**
Explorers & Exploration

- **28305X** WILLIAM WALKER'S WARS: How One Man's Private American Army Tried to Conquer Mexico, Nicaragua, and Honduras. By Scott Martelle. In the decade before the onset of the Civil War, groups of Americans engaged in a series of illegal forays into Mexico and Central America, with the goal of expanding the United States' borders and securing a free market for American farmers and workers. Walker's forces, which included both American citizens and indigenous allies, fought against Mexican troops and local populations, ultimately failing to achieve its stated objectives.


- **449622X** NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC NATIVE PEOPLES OF NORTH AMERICA. By John Philip. 303 pages. Paperbound. At $34.95.